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ABSTRACT 
The die casting process reproduces a shape by containing a molten alloy in a 
near-net-shape cavity until it has solidified. The difficulty with this process is 
designing an effective d.ie and injection systen1 to perforrn this task. Computer 
Aided Design (CAD) software tool"s have been developed to aid ·in this die design 
process. A system approach to the die casting process is presented, with a 
com.mercially available CAD package serving as a platform for custon1 software tools 
which aid design automation of dies. A three-dimensional wireframe and a solids 
model die rcpresen tat ion, for a horizontal cold chamber die casting mac hi nc, are 
gen.crated. vVireframc die design encompasses di.e blocks, inserts, limited runner and 
feed geometry, ejector box, ejector pins, leader pins and r~1achi ne sefoction. 
Interaction with a solid modeler allows u tilizatior1 of the latest finite element 
meshing capabilities, automated 3-0 solid mesh generation and adaptive meshing. 
Static structural and steady state heat transfer ·finite element analysis techniques are 
developed in a parametric study of an example from the automotive industry. 
A.bstract 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Problem Statement 
Until only recently metal casting was considered primarily an art, to be 
mastered by experienced craftsman. Today, metal casting is still very much an art, 
but the foundry ir:idustry has devoted much energy and research into ways to turn 
this art into a definable science. Presently, ·rr1uch of ·the physics of metal casting is 
believed to be fairly well understood. A logical p:rogression from the physical 
understanding of the casting process is the ability to mathematically model the 
process, and then pos-sibly automate the model. Computer-aided engineering tools 
are one means of providing the basis for such modeling and automation. The 
automation is~11c quickly becomes one of attempting to progran1 the experience and 
knowledge ba.se of the ind usfry. Computer-aided cngi·neering "ca11 provide the 
necessary tools for both mechanical design and analysis[l]; die specific applICations 
arc an extension of this capabiiity. 
1.1.1 Objectives 
The primary objective of this paper 1s to present the computer-aided 
engineering software tools developed in conjunction with Blue Ridge Pressure 
Castings of Lehig~1 ton Pennsylvania to au tom ate die design and analysis procedures 
for the die casting process. The software developed takes advantage- of .an exist.ing 
commercial Computer Aided Design package to create geometric and analytic design 
and analysis tools. Goals of the pr:imary objective are as follows. 
• Shorten die design process by automating standard practices. 
• Utilize finite elen1ent analysis to predict fatigue failure due to mechanical and 
thermal deformations. 
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• Provide a geometric model of the die with feature relations for quick changes 
or rnodifica.tio11s in the design. 
• Standardize die compor1ents to reduce set-up times for flexible manufacturing 
and just-in-time production. 
• Increase hit-rate on quotes with faster more accurate responses to potential 
customers. 
• Reduce the risk of accepting a job that might rcqui.rc a high cost die. 
1.1.2 Rationale 
The die casting industry is a very competitive and difficult industry in which 
to be successful. Competitiveness has forced the need for efficiency, standardization, 
increased pr~cluctivity, and rapid res pons<;. T.hc success rate for bids can be as low 
as ten percent. Therefore, a system which would increase the speed and reliability of 
an accurate estimation process would be· an inva_luable asset. Com p u tel'- aid e cl 
e_ngineering software tools could provide the required speed and accuracy to reduce 
time and cost for initial .estimates and serve as a design tool during development. 
The true capability and power of .such a systern is realized th rough design 
iterations, investigating par am et ric feature modifications. P aran1etric design 
changes could ·quickly be generated and compared without expending energy for a 
timely manual study. A system incorporating feature relations would be beneficial, 
since die design by nature n1ight require modifications to in.terrelated features with 
each a<lditionar or altered component. 
Since die casting is not an exact science, ma~y of the issues addressed during 
estimation and design are difficult to effectively program with conventional 
techniques. For instance defining the parts castability an.cl assessing whether or not 
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casting· is the best rncans for manufacturG will probably remain rn the hands of 
experienced craftsmen. N cvertheless, many of the standard die design practices can 
he automated. 
Rat her th an at tern pt i ng to consider individual designs and formulating a 
·particular analytic s0Ji.1tion to simple shapes, design analysis via finite element 
modeling provides the means to handle varying geometries in a uniform manner. 
Finite element modeling a:lso offers the possibility of design evaluation prior to 
construction. \Vith the use of automatic mesh .generators, finite clement 
preprocessing has been tremendously simplified. 
l.L3 Ilar.dware and Software 
The soft\Vare tools developed in the study were conceived and designed in a 
modular fashion under the main program; B.R-,DCDD, Blue Ridge Die Casting Die 
Design. BR DCDD operates within the Compute·r Aided Design (CAD) p·ackagc, 
i'\1cDonnell Douglas Corporation's Unigraphics II, and will run on any Unigraphics 
supported hardware configuration. Dcvelopn1ent was perforrned on both a Digital 
VAX 3400 mi~rocom pu ter with a Tektron i;x 4111 D workstation and a II ewlett 
Packard 9000 400 series workstation. 
' 
The routines were programmed 111 
Unigraphics own programming language, GRIP, a language particular to 
Unigrapl1ics but similar to Fortran rn fotmat and style. BR DCDD was developed 
under . version six of Unigraphics and models all die geometry with a three-
dimensional wireframe representation. 
Program development in a commercial CAD platform provides many 
benefit.s.. U nigraphics is an ind us try leader in CAD and a common design tool used 
by many corporations. Utilized in an. existing Unigraphics hardware configuration, 
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the developed software system will not require additional hardware. Application 
programs designed rn G Ill P can u tilizc the rou tin.cs and modeling tcchniq ues 
interactively av,).ilablc with U nigraphics. Most obvious of these are geometric 
represen tation-s of lines, splines, surfaces and sol'ids, as well as cngi1i"cering property 
calculations bf volume, center of gravity, moments of j·nertia, and interferences. 
Geometric modeling of dies al.so helps the designer visualize .complex spatial 
rclationship_s of die components. A complete CAD package such as UGTI provides 
the integrated capabilities of two-dimensional mechanical drawi_ngs, machining, finite 
element modeling, and kinematics. Interfaces and .data exchange capabilities with 
other systems and analysis software exist as well. 
1.1.4 Technica,I Source· 
The developed engineering package provides design tools· to facilitate tire case 
with which die cornponen ts are designed and subsequently analyzed. Bil DC DD 
utilizes existing standards and industry-accepted practices in its design approa:ch. 
The primary technical source for design rules utilized in BR_DCDD con1es from the 
experience and practices of Blue Ridge Pressure Castings. Accepted ind us try 
standards· continue to grow and bec9me established, among the leading societies in 
establishing standards are The Society of Die Casting Engineers, S DC E and 
American Die Casting Institute, ADCI, which have recently consolidated to form the 
NADCA, North American Die Casting Association. These societies publish journals-
and textbooks attempting to unify practices, several of these texts [2,3] serve as 
secondary sources for design guidelines. 
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1.2 Bac~grou n<l Literat 11 re 
Applications software for many different ·industries are continually being 
developed and refined. In ·the past most of these application programs were 
generally analytic in nature and· made use of the great computational and repetitive 
capabilities of comput_crs. Today with the increased use of CAD and devcJopments 
in geometric modeling, applications ·packages are utilizing many visu-al aids, graphical 
technjques, and the analytical geometry of solids n1odeli11g. 
Piwonka[.4] de.scribes a fairly robust outline for process modeling in the 
foundry. This article outlines a computer mode] which encornpasses· a wide variety 
of areas i·n die casting. Piwonka admits that many of the components of his process 
mode] are in existence, but much work is required to join these components into a 
unique system in order to realize his global. system. 
There are relatively few commercially available soft ware design syste1ns 
specific to the die casting industry. The ones which are presently available are 
prin1ari]y geared specificaJiy for gating p,nd runner design. 
'rhese packages do not 
incorporate an overall process approach to die design. Severa] of the more popular 
commercial gating design systems include: The Die Casting Researc;h Foundation 
(DCRF) Flow Predictor, Runner Des.ign and Feed Design System; SDCE Computer 
Gating System; and Common 
vVealth Sc"ientific and The Industrial Research 
. . . . 
O.rganization (CSIRO) Meltlflow System. A report by the NSF Engineering 
Research Center for Net Shape Manufacturing[5] reviews these packages. T·hey all 
provide a varying degree of sophistication in their gating and runner design. The 
DCRF system utilizes a simplifi~d analysis to predict. die performance based on the 
PQ
2 
diagram and it provides the basis for the runner module developed n~ 
BR DCDD. 
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Analysis of casting solidification is another area where computer simulation 
has been done. Kcarns[6], Pullins and Walther[7] discuss a commercial finite 
difference package, Computer-Aided Solidi frcation- Technique { CA S1'), which 
simulates solidification in the l)Crmanent mold process. This software perfonns a 
heat transfer analysis of the casting and mold to generate transient temperature 
gradients. 
Knowledge based systcnis approach desigff a.q tomation with artificial 
intelligence techniq11cs[8]. This approach is better able to handle design guidelines 
and reasoning intense decisions than conventional progra1nming tcchniqucs(9]. No 
commercial die casting specific software is known to exist with this technology. 
1.3 
L3.l 
Die Casting Background 
_Principles 
Conten1porary casting process~s are nun1erous in variety[.10,11,12]. Die 
casting is the n1ost popular of these techniques and may: be distinguished from other 
casting processes primarily by its use o.f a permanent mold. The die casting process 
is commonly understood to be the process by which molten metal is injected or 
poured in to a cavity, allowed to solidify, and then be removed. The .major 
~omponent in this process 'is the die, which is defined by Webster's Dictionary(13] to 
be; a mold into which molten metal or other material is forced. 
Die casting processes may be categorized into three primQ,ry techniques, each 
distinguished from the other by the pressure required to force the casting material 
into the die cavity. These are: per.11).anent mold casting, also referred to as :gravity 
die casting; low pressure die casting; and high pressure die casting[l4]. This thesis is 
concerned with the high pressure die casting process. 
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The die casting n1anufacturing process offers many advantages over other 
production tcchniqu(~s. This process is well suited to handle high volume production 
due to its long tool life and low unit product-ion costs. However, initial tooling and 
setup costs can be qll i tc ex pensive. Die casting is ca:pable of prod u ci rig v,~ry p rccisc 
parts of near net shape q11a.lity_, requiring little or no second.ary rnachining. Surface 
quality is generally good, with high press~rc die castings producing castings with 
excellent surf a.cc finish. 
The m.1Jor limitation of di<' tasting is the expensive initial tooling costs which 
make short production ru11s u11cco11ornicaL Die casting also has lirnitatiuns on th<~ 
size and sl1apcs that <\re castahlc; as well as castable alloys. 
Die Casting Processes 
The term die casting generally connotes a h.igh pressure casting process. 
lligh pressure die casting rn_ay be subdivided into two techniques; hot chamber a11<l 
cold chamber. ']'Iris des.ignation is based upon the machine used and its melting 
chamber location. Hot chamber machines incorporate a self contairrcd melting pot, 
which inj~cts molten metal directly into the cavity .. Zinc, lead, and tin alloys are the 
primary alloys. cast in hot chamber machines. Injection pressures are relatively low, 
in the neigh borh9o<l of 500-3;000 psi.. Cold chan1 bcr machines utilize a separate 
melting furnace a11d require an cxte.rnal device to load the injection cylinder with 
molten n1ctal. Cold chamber machines are capable of casting alloys of a higher 
melting point, popular alloys used here are aluminum~ magnesium, an<l brass. The 
injection pressures attained by a cold chamber machine arc in the range of 10,000-
30,000 psi. 
The die com po·nen ts for both hot and cold cham bcr machines are nearly 
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idcn ti cal since their basic operation is similar, except for injection delivery. 
Discussion in this thesis centers around cold chamber ma.chine~, but all topics are 
dircct_ly related to hot chamber r_nachincs as well. The maJor features of die casting 
machines are their clamping and injection systems. A typical die ca_sti ng 
config11r9,tion is shown i·n Figure 1.1 with its m~jor components labeled. The cover 
and ejector die halves are mounted on the stat-ionary and moveable platens 
res pee ti vely. This particular m<1.chinc advances the moveable platen closed by 
hydraulic means and uses a toggle locking mechar.rism to provide the requited locking 
force which keeps the die halves together during injection. The entire n1c1clrine 1s 
held togetlrer \\'ith tic bars, which allow the moveable plate·n lateral travel. 
.HYOR/\UL IC 
CYLINDER 
TIE BAR 
MOVU,BLE 
P.LATEN 
EJECTOR 
DIE 
COVER 
DIE 
Figure 1.1 Die Casting !vlach-ine 
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STATIONARY 
PLATEN 
1 INJECTION r MOL TEN MET .>-L I- - - - -
1.3.3 Die Components and Function 
In- general t<~rms the objective in die design 1s to create a cavity which when 
filled with molten metal will remove heat from the contained metal to form a 
solidified .casting. ln order to meet these basic criteria a d ic rn us t allow for cfficien t 
injection of molten met.al and then efficient removal of the heat content from the 
metal. The delivery system in high pressure injection occurs very rapidly and at 
great force. 
Figure 1.2 shows the maJor components of a typical cold chamber die set.. 
The cover and cjcc tor d ic Ii al vcs a re corn prised of seYcra.l blocks iuscrtcd wit 11 in a 
master plate or die block. On each die half, cavity and biscuit inserts may be found. 
These blocks are usually a special wear resistant high quality steel since they .come in 
direct contact with the· casting material and must resist tremendous cyclic therm.al 
loading. Die blocks are subject to less severe thermal loading compared to their 
inserts, and therefore, they· req u i r.e less resistant steel. Proper die- registration is 
achieved with leader pins, sometimes called guiqc pins, which guide .the die halves 
together. Molten metal travels to the cavity through channels referred .to as 
runners. The cylindrical region at the start of the runn~r and· the end of the 
injection cylinder is usually referred to as. the biscuit. The injection cylinder, 
sometimes referred to as the shot· sleeve extends through both the stationary 
machine platen and cover d·ie. Waterlines provide additional cooling to rninimize 
local overheating and reduce drastic thermal gradients. Ilcmoval of the casting from 
the die is performed with ejector pins. Operating <luring the opening stroke oJ the 
machine, either mechanically or hydraulically, ejector pins push the casting off the 
die sur(ace for robotic or manual r~moval. Cavities in a casting· can be formed with 
metal cores which may be permanent or moveable. Moveable cores retract during 
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the opening of the ·dies. 
EJECTOR PIN 
EJECTOR MASTER 
PLATE 
EJECTOR PLA&E 
SUlDE: PIN 
E .. JECTOA OOX 
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BiSCUiT 
BLOCK 
INJECTICN 
CYLil'l)Eq 
t SHOT SLEEVE l 
Figure 1.2 Detail Cold Chamber Die Set 
Figure 1.3 shows four positions in the operating sequence for a horizontal 
cold chamber die. This die is given a horizontal designation due to· the plunger 
configuration. Vertical plunger action is also availabl~. 
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Figure 1.3 Die Operation Horizontal Cold Chamber fvlachine 
Frame A shows the die halves in a closed position, n1oveable ccir_es ex.ten.de<l and 
molten metal being ladled or automatically fed into the injec.tion chamber. As 
depicted in the sketch the plane where the cavity blocks meet i~ referred to as the 
parting plane or parting line. Frame B shows metal injection by plu.nger action, 
some.times called the shot. Injection occurs in a fraction of a second, yet pressure is 
_maintained until the proper amount of solidification has occurred, in order to r~duce 
air pockets and voids. As the rriol-ten metal enters the cavity through gate openings 
it is sprayed in at great velocity, much like a water nozzle. Fr~me C depicts the dies 
in an o·pen position, w:ith plunger follow through, to ensure dislodgement of the 
bis·cuit from the shot sleeve. Fr_ame D shows the ejection process, this includes 
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retraction of the rnoveable core, and advancement of ejector prns. The solidified 
metal as removed from the die casting q-iachine, consisting of the casting, runners, 
overflows, and biscu-it is often referred to as the shot. After ejection an9 any 
lubrication or inspection, the dies are closed and the cycle r"epcats. Th.is entire 
process from shot to shot. generally takes about 30 seconds, d~.JWrHling upon 
operating patarnetets. 
1.3.4 T hcrrn al F'atiguP-
According to Kaye and Strcct[°l 5] one of the leading causes of d ic failure and 
deterioration is thermc1.I fatigue. Other factors contributing to die deterioration arc 
the abrasive forces of rnctal i11jcction into the cavity, chemical attQ-ck of the alloy 
upon the die surface during so·lidification and cyclic pressure loading. Fatigue failure 
caused by fluctuating loads results in metal failure at a stress level lower than t.hat 
exerted by static loads. The fatigue strength of steels decreases with increasing 
temperature. 
Physical ev:idencc of thcr.mal fatigue is the deterioration of the die surface. 
This is attributed to unequal expansion between the die surface and interior, 
resulting from a large temperature gradient between th.e surface and the interior. 
Continued therrnal cycling from injection, solidification, and final ejection 
tem·perat ure distributions cause unequal expansion, leading to plastic deformations 
and eventual cracking or heat checking. 
The mathematics of die failure due to thermal fatigue is very complex. 
Research has shown temperature- gradients to be a significant" factor in thermal 
fatigue. A particular study relates cycles to failure to a material property an<l cycle 
strai·n[16]. This relationship indicated that a comparatively small increase in cycle 
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strain leads to a significant reduction rn die life. Since cycle strain is directly 
.influenced by temperature yariation, it 1s clear that this variation must. be 
minimized. 
1.'1 
l.4.1 
Proct:ss D<'sign and A nalvsis Package 
Ovt:rvicw ·Di,~ Design Pror.<>ss 
A complete process mode.I for the die casti!lg process wot1ld c11cornpass rna.ny 
broad areas. Some of these areas un.douhtedly would iuclud~ estimating, die design, 
die analysis, rnaterial selection, C"Ost analysis, quality assurance, and prqd 11ction 
planning. Ead1 of these arc<l.s cot1ld ft1rthcr be broken down and considered as 
individual systems in and of tlwmsclvcs. The following is a brief O\'crvicw of 
preliminary design issues facir_1g the die- designer, this is not intended to be- a robust 
discussion, there arc many sources which go into greater detail (:2,j]. 
An oveTv1cw of the preliminary design process should start with the job bid. 
Die casters compete fur jobs by cs~im.ating the requircmer~ts of a particular casting 
and then prcse~1ting a quotation. During this procedure die casters classify jobs by 
their case of casting, quantity, profitability and several other factors. Not until 
being award.ed the job docs the die caster begin a forrna.l die design process. 
Although much of the design has been predetermined during quotation, the design is 
usually reevaluated. 
Preliminary to development of the die design is an understanding of how the 
p.art is to be cast by ~onsidering the following: casting oricn tat ion in ·the die with 
pa:rtfng plane defi ne<l; possible secondary machining req u i.rcrncn ts; cores needed to 
generate shape, moveable or fixed; number of cavities; and machine type to be used. 
These are the ch~_incering decisions which need to be considered in the preliminary 
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design stage. Essential to the design _process 1s an understanding of the 
interdependence of tb~~ fini.she<l part, the resultant casting and the die. This may 
seem obvious, but there may be several ways to cast a particular shape, with sorne 
solutions ·being easier to cast than others. Die castings reflect necessary alterations 
from the finished part for proper function .in the die cavity. Attributes of the die 
cavity such as draft angles and allowanc_es for shrinking arc all required. Certain 
features may not be castable or necessitate secondary machining. Proper runner 
layo·u t an <l design $till rely heavily 11 pon designer experienr.e. 
1.4.2 
-011tlinc Computer-Aided Engineering Package 
The CAD tools created were de·vclopcd to aid in the die design c1nd die 
analysis process. The software developed docs not include all of the issues discussed 
"in the previous section, but does include several key feat11rcs prioritized by 
experienced designers at Blue Ridge Pressure Castings. Following is an outline of 
those areas that have been developed, with an accompanying flowchart of the 
conc~ived die design process, Figure 1.4. 
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Figure 1.4 System Overview 
1.4.2.1 Geometric lvfoclel Casting 
The first level in this flowchart indi~ates the various formats a die designer 
may receive information about a casting. This chart assumes that if the designer is 
given an end function and· must. design a suitable casting, a design has been 
generated in one of these formats. Of the three formats, a solid representation of 
the casting \Yould be most desirable, since this is an unambiguous presentation[l 7,18) 
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of all surfaces and features in their proper topology. Unfortunately this is presently 
the least available. It is the experience of Blue Ridge Pressure Castings that even if 
this information ·is available, cornpanies are reluctant to share it. The next desirable 
casting model with regards to inforrnation content, is a three-dimensional wirefrarne 
rcpresen tat ion. The final and perhaps m9st popular method of con vcyi ng casting 
design is via rnultiple 2-D drawing views. The last two formats discussed arc by 
nature ambiguous and open to interpretation. 
Regardless of the form the casting design is received, -the next step in the 
process is to determine the orientation of the part with_ the p·arting pl,~ne defined. 
Tt1c orienta:tior1 defines the castings projected area and the parti·ng plane locates· the 
part cavity i11 tl1c die halves. These are essential characteristics in each die design. 
The ·parting plane defines how the die halves will meet, it is preferred to ·have a 
sirnple planar parting Ii n e ho:vvever, many times it 1s necessary for construct ion of 
irregular parting I.inc. s.urfaces to avoid undercuts. The projected area 1s particularly 
important in sizing t_he casting to the correct die casting machine. Generation of the 
projected area and maximum depth din1ensions drive the remaining die design 
considerations. 
l.4.2.2 Major Die Component Design and AnaJys1s 
BR DC DD generates a -three-dimensional wireframc n1odel of the die in 
several phases. Preliminary design takes the geometric cross section and depth 
dimensions to generate cover and ejector die blocks. Die block design incl ucl·es cavity 
blbck, biscuit block, shot sleeve and biscuit location .. Preliminary design also 
• 
requires the selection of a die casting machine, placing die halves on a corresponding 
platen, located by the user-selected shot location. After locating the dies on the 
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machine platen, the tie bar force distribution is calculated and the user is provided 
with an option to ·modify various features of the preliminary design. 
The next m.aJor cornponen t addressed by the system is the runner and feed 
network .. This is a.ccornplislrc<l by a corr1pletely separate module, RU NFEED, which 
is fully integrated with the main routine,. BR_DCDD. ~avity fill conditions arc 
cle.tcrmincd and runner/feed geometry is defined and r:nodclcd. 
After the runner design, so called secondary components arc modeled. 
Secondary components include ejector pins, guide pins, ejector box, and waterlines. 
The secondary design includes a calculation of the unrestrained thermal crown of the 
cavity block. 
1.4:2.3 Refined Analvsis 
Figure 1,4 indicates an alternate branch in the system n1oclcl if a refined di·e 
analysis i_s desi re<l. A refi ncd analysis indicates a fin i tc element heat t ransfcr and 
structural analysis. A sol-id model representation of the ejector die block and ejector 
box is generated and su brn i ttcd to an automatic mesh generator to create a solid 
finite element mesh approximation of the geometry. The model is subjected to 
boundary and material conditions to mathematically model the casting process. 
Results from this analysis predict displacement, temperature distribution, and stress 
levels the die is predicted to operate under. 
,. 
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1..4.2.4 Geometric Model Die 
0 nee the die design has met established design criteria, a geometric 
wireframe model of the die and .its various· components ate the end result. From this 
geometric database, it is .possible to produce 2-D mechanical drawings of the dies 
and: generate the NC programming of the cavities and -runner. 
l.·5 0 rganization of Thesis 
The remarnrng chapters of the thesis ·will discuss the implementation of the 
die d·esign process outlined a.bovc and provide an example. Chapter 2 covers the 
implemcntatio·n of the design and analysis process by describing the standards, ndcs, 
and calculations used at each step. In Chapter 3 an example frorn the automotive 
industry is used to display the capabilities of the software tools and the analysis 
capabilities of the finite element method for dies. Conclusions and recomn?e11elations 
for fu.t.ure work are reviewed in Chapter 4. 
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2. 
2.1 
Implementation of Design and Analysis 
Preliminary ReguiremP-nts 
Before executing the ·die design program, BR_DCDD, some preliminary 
work is required. As discussed before, c~sting orientation and parting Lin_c decisions 
rnust be made, then a projected area of the casting ·is created in Unigraphics, The 
projected area m.ust be contained within a continuously connected boundary. For 
projected area.s generated· from casting mechanical drawings, ·unigraphics helps the 
user create simple primitives such as polygons and circles to approx.irnate the 
casting projected area. These primitive shapes can than be collected into a bounded 
area to represent- the projected area. Note that a multiple cavity die or complex 
projected area might require the definition of more than one bounded area. 
Another a,pproach to generate a planar projected area. uses a solid model 
representation of the part. For this project, the GE0I\10D solid modeling module 
from Structural Dynamics Research C<:Hpor.ation's (SDRC) !--DEAS software 
package is used. Inforn1ation is transferred bet\veen different modelers th rough 
standard IGES for.matted files. Once the geometry has been created, the u·ser can 
create a view that 1s normal to the casting orientation in the. die block, generate a 
hidden line display and write an IGES:.formatted view-dependent file. This produces 
an accurate projected view of the casting from the correct orientation. The IG ES 
file is then imported into Unigraphics through an lGES translator and used rn 
conjunction with BR_DCDD after any necessary editing has been completed. 
Several details should be carefully noted to properly establish the projected 
area. The planar geornetry is to be modeled in the X-Y plane, and the work 
coordinate system is to be placed .in the center of the smallest rectangle which 
encloses all the geometry. This rectangle is defined by the maximum width and 
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height of the cavities. in the general case of a multiple cavity die .. A n1rn1muTT1 of one 
corn plete: boundary is required to define. the castin·g projected area. 
2.2 Program l\I en u St ru ct ure 
A diagram outlining the menu structure of BR DCDD appeJ.rs Ill Figure 
2.1. The ·general flu\v of thi·s di~gram is in a counter-clock\visc fashion beginning 
with the prelimi·nary design. Each branch extending from the center represents a 
new menu. The following is a detai.Jed description of each of these design steps_, 
presented in the counter-dock\vise:sequcnce depicted. 
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Figure· 2.1 BR DCDD Flowcha~t 
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2.3 Preliminary ·Design 
The prelin1inary design describes the cavity geon1etry and generates the 
insert blocks of the ejector and cover dies. The die blocks arc placed on a stationary 
platen, selected from a platen library, and the tie bar forces are calculaJcd. This 
procedure is har<lcodcd into the program and the following seven steps arc followed 
before returning to the main menu. 
2.3.1 Identifv_ Projected Area 
Initial procedures require identification of the cavity projected area and 
description of its maximum dimensions. Entities describing projected areas are 
selecfed interactively in a loop fashion. Internal holes may be defined as well, an 
internal boundary n1ust be defined in the opposite direction of its outer ~oundary. 
Once the projected area has been satisfactorily bounded, displayed by the systen1 in 
crosshatching, area calculations and centroid locations are performed for each 
bounded region. Maxi.mun1 width (Wa), height {Ha), and depth of the casting are 
required. In the case of multiple cavity dies, max width, height and depth of the 
smallest enclosing box. 
2.3.2 Die Lock Force 
The die lock force ·i·s t~e force required to maintain the dies in a closed 
position during injection. This force must be greater than opposing forces generated 
during injection and solidification. The die locking force determines a suit·ably sized 
die casting machine. The die locking force is defined by Eqµation 2.1. 
') 1 .....,, 
Where: F di = Force required to keep die closed (lbs) 
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Pm= rvtetal Pressure (psi) 
A = Total projected area of cavities (i-n 2) 
I = Dimensionless impact freeze factor 
The metal pres_su re is either known or it may be calculated as in Ecru at ion 2.-2. 
Where: p 
h Hydraulic Pressure (psi) 
D lqjcction cylinder diameter (in) 
d = PI u n g er ti. p d i a rn ct c r ( i n ) 
2.2 
The die lock force helps determine initial sizes of the inserts and die blocks. The 
value calculated in Equation 2.3 is generally an additional length added to each 
dimension of a minimum sized box enclqsing a particu_la.r component, it is based on 
the die lock force tonnage. 
T = F di/ 2000.0 (0.00.5) 2.3 
Where: AT= Additional thickness (.in) 
2.3.3 ·Cavitv Block 
The cavity block is a block of hot work tool steel, generally II-13 when 
casting Aluminum, into which the cavity and runner system is machined. The 
cavity block inserts contain. the outside shape of the casting, forming the cavity into 
which mOlten meta.I is injected. These inserts n)ust endure the effects of temperature 
and injection pressure from the molten metal. Cavity blocks may also contain cores, 
inserts, ejector pin holes, waterlines, etc. Cavity blocks ( cavity inserts) appear on 
both die halves, Figure 1.2. Cavity blocks designed as inserts offer several 
advantages. The need for a high grade steel in the cavity region makes inserts an 
economical option, since only the insert would require expensive specially treated 
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tool steel. Special heat treating is easier to perform on an i use rt th an an en ti re die 
and intricate rnachini·ng becomes easier on a smaller piece. The initial size of each 
cavity block is <letc.r111incd by Equations 2.4a,b,c th·cse equati(Hls rcCTect. the 
maximum dimensions of the casting plus an additional prcdctcrrnincd 
thickncss(scction 2.3.2). 
Where: 
Wa + 2 (AT) 
He = II a + 2 (AT) 
'I' . - rl, · +· '> ]_ C - a - 16 
W c = Width cavity block (in) 
Ile Ilcigl1t cavity hlock (in) 
Tc = Tliickrwss cavity block per die ha.If (in) 
Wa = Maximum width casting (in) 
I Li M ax i rn u rn h e ig h t c as ti n g ( i II ) 
T(l =· Depth casting per die half (in) 
') ;f 
-··ta 
2.'tb 
It sho11rd be obscrv(~d that thickness dimensions change for each die halL Cavity 
insert corrH~rs and edges shou Id be filleted to eli rn i:nate st rcss concentrations. 
2.3.4 Biscuit Block 
As shown Ill Figure 1.2, the cover <lie of a cold charnhcr niachinc rnust 
accommodate the injection cylinder or shot sleeve. Upon injection, molten rnctal 
leaves the shot sleeve and impinges upon a cylindrical caV:ity before being routed into 
the runners. This cavity, referred to here as the biscuit .block, is a steel insert placed 
ir.i. the ejector die. 1'his insert 1s us.ually ·drilled with waterlines to relieve the high 
heat exposure of the b.iscuit. Easily replaceable or repaired, the biscuit bl·ock 
functions rn u ch Ii kc ,i sacrificial anode an cl helps reVicv,~ the ejector d ic block of 
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severe temperature gradients. The biscuit block is usually placed at the base of the 
cavity block. Its location is influenced by available shot positions on the stationary 
platen, since the biscuit and shot sleeve must be aligned with. an available shot 
location. This might require adjustment of the biscuit location ~.fter a platen has 
been selected. Biscuit location is always below the (avity block centerline for a col.d 
chamber machine. The dimensions of the biscuit block, Eqriations 2.5a,b, are 
defined simi-larly as the cavity block. 
vVhere: 
2.3.5 i\1 aster P la:te 
'vV b = H b = Db + 2 (AT) 
1\ = AT 
Wb = \Viclth biscuit block (in) 
Hb = Height biscuit block (in) 
1\ = Thickness biscuit block (in) 
Db = Biscuit diameter (in) 
' 
2.5a 
2 . .Sb 
Master plates, also referred to as die blocks are the blocks of steel that house 
the previously -discussed insert blocks. The ejector and cover die blocks arc ~ho\vn in 
Figure 1.2. These blocks provide the structure to contain all the components which 
comprise a functional die, they are shaped to form the recess into which inserts are 
fitted and contain movernent mechanisms of the die and inserts. As with :die inserts, 
ma~ter plate dimensions are determined initially with the additional thickness value 
(AT), ba_se9 on die locking tonnage requirements. Die block wi_dth is usually based 
on the cavity block ·width, but in rare instances biscuit block width is used, with the 
greater of the two always superseding. These relations are shown in Equations 
2.6a,b. 
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Where: 
Wm == We + 2 (AT) 
vVm == Wb + 2 {AT) 
W T1I == W id t h rn aster p I ate ( i n ) 
2:6a 
2.Gb 
The height of th<~ rnast<.~r plate is determined in the same vane, depending upon the 
relative positicrni11g of the biscuit and cavity blocks. The height of the master plate 
is given by Equation 2.7a when the biscuit block extends lower than the cavity 
block; fo.r the unusual case of the cavity block extending below the biscuit block, the 
height is given by Equation 2. 7b. 
vVlierc: 
Hm == J~-c + B1 + I;b + 2 (AT) 
IL,1 == He + 2 (AT) 
II,11 == Height master pla.te (in} 
B1 == Biscuit location (in) 
The default thickness for the cover ma.ste.r plate· is given in Equation 2.8 
'I' - 'l' + '> o· TII - C - • . 
Where: TTTI == 1\1laste:r plate thickness (in) 
2.7a 
') -.1 
- . I I) 
2.8 
The calculation fo.r the ejector die block thickness is slightly r'nore involved. The 
thickness is approximated w."ith beam theory, by modeling the ejector block as a 
simply supported beam. snbject to a uniformly dist-ributcd load. The elastic curve 1s 
found, a_nd the maxim urn deflection is reduced to an acceptable level. 
During operati~.>rl the master plate is subjected to external forces transmitted 
from the platen th rough the ejector box and internal forces from the injection 
cylinder through the cavity. The ejector box is sized to minimize deflections from 
the externally applied machine locking tonnage (see section 2.G.2). lr)ternal pressure 
generated by metal injccti.on into the die cavity tcr1ds to deflect the die blocks, 
particularly the ejector half, which i~ supported by ejector rails, Figure 2.2. The 
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force pattern in the cavity is modeled for this analysis as a uni·form.ly distributed 
load across the cavity height .. The ejector die block thickness sizing routine assumes 
the master plate height to be the greatest dimension, subsequently producing the 
largest free span between rails. A simple support rriodel is used, even though there is 
undoubtedly rotational r~striction by the. pinching action of the machine's clamping 
f orcc. Th is assu rn pt ion wi 11 p.re<l ic:t a worse case deflection scenario. f\Ia.x i mum 
deflections excccdi ng .002 inches arc deemed u nacceptablc and two modification 
techniques arc recornmende<l. Either the master plate thickness is to be increased or 
support pi'llars arc added. A combination of the two is .also possible, 
MOVEABLE 
PLATEN 
EJECTOR BOX 
OR RAILS 
COVER DIE 
BLOCK 
E-..JECTOR DIE 
BLOCK 
Figure 2.2 Ivlaster Plate Support 
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STATiCNARY 
PLATEN 
Maximum deflection of the ejector master plate is found by de fin i 11g an 
equivalent bea.rn elastic curve. A distributed load with two simple supports is 
statically determinate and its elastic curve is determined by the techniques of statics. 
Due to the variable location of the distribute.cl load and possibility of interrncdiate 
~upport pillars, singi~larity functions[19] arc nsed to find elastic curves. :Once the 
elastic curve is defined, the maximum deflection is easily calculated. Uniformly 
dist ri bu ted l.oads are deterrn i ned by rn u I ti plying the casting projected area by the 
metal pressure, and dividing by the height of ·the. projected area. 
vVhen an intermediate pillar 1s modeled with end rail supports, a statically 
indeterminate problem with one redundant reaction rcst1lts. Likewise, two. 
i·ntermediate pillars and end rails produces an indeterminate problem with two 
redundant reactions. The elastic curve for these problems is obtained by generating 
three and four systems of equations respectively. These systems are a combination 
of boundary constrained elasti"c curves and static equations. Coefficients are found 
with matrix decomposition, since solving for the coefficients with the many 
geometric variables and load/pillar relation possibilities would result in extremely 
large equations. 
Elastic curve equations a.re generated via superposition, t rcat i ng red un d ant 
reactions (pillar supports) as unknown loads. The elastic curve is defined by 
singularity functions, superimposing distributed and redundant loads. The 
corresponding number of equations are created from the elastic curve by applying· 
boundary conditions a.t the rail and pillar(s) locations. These equations with a 
combined moment and force .static equation _generate the appropriate number of 
system equations. Dccomposit-ion determines the coefficients which in turn define 
the elastic curve and maximum deflection. 
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2.3.6 Stationary Pla,ten 
The ncx.t procedure in the prclim.in-ary design 1s to choose a die casting 
machine and position the die blocks. Die blocks are mounted upon the machillc 
platen by aligning the sli"ot sleeve with an availabl~ shot location on the stationary 
plate!l. The designer must utilize his knowledge of m __ achine tonI1age capabilities all<l 
req uircd die lockiIJg force to choose from a Ii brary of m acb ines. !VI ac hi ne select ion 
au tornatically defines critical platen feat urcs, s·uch as tic bar size an<l location, 
clearance between tie bars and available shot locations. Assuming the selected 
machine has adccp1atc locking force, the next concern is die clearance bctwecri t_ie 
bars. Ideally the master plate should be no wider than the width between tic bars, 
this allows the die bl<.Jcks to be lowered from above, between fie bars. 
Stationary platens 11s11ally ha,ve multiple shot locations, ge11cra:IJy available in 
two inch increments bel.ow the centerline. Placement of the die block set is critical 
to machine performance. Shot location is generally picked in an effort to minimize 
an uheqi1al distribution of tie bar forces (next section). Die blocks should be 
centrally located Oil the platens to reduce platen and tic .bar bcnding[20,21], 
regardless of an off ccn tcr cavity condition. 
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2.3.7 Tie Bar Force 
vVhen the casting projected area i~ not centered within the tie. bars, a 
machine adjustment is required. This is due to an unequal loading of the tie bars. If 
this situation is not compensated for, usually, by increasing the clamping tonnage to 
accommodate a burcle11ed tie ·bar, flashing will occur. 
A summation of moments is used to determine tie bar loading in such 
situations. The procedure 1s outlined here and automatically performed by the 
program. Figure 2 .3 shows an exam pie of a typical cavity off cen tcr situation. 
XI~ 
--- - ___,_ - --- - ,-~f- - -
Y2 
I 
--l xz 
Figure 2.3 Tie Bar Force Calculation 
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Equations 2.9a-i detail the procedure, considering each cavity cross section 
individualJy and finally superimposing results .. X; and Yi are individual ·cavity center 
of gravities automatically found during projected ·area identification. Equation 2.9a 
determines the loading due to the ith cavity cross section. 
F; == A; (Pn1) 2.9a 
Summing moments about BD. determines the ith l9ading on tie bars A and C. 
_ Fi ~X 
F AC. - ~x· { 2 - xi ) 
. I 2.9b 
Determination of the loading on bar A is found by summing F AC. about CD. 
F . 1 I 
F - AC; ( ~ y + Y. ) 2 ... 9c Ai - ~y 2 I 
Summati·on of forces gives th~ loading on bar C. 
Fe·. = FAC. - FA· 
I · I I 
2.9d 
S·ummation of forces gives the loading"on tie bars B and D. 
FBD. == Fi - F AC. 2.9c 
I · I 
Determination of the loading on bar.Bis found by summing F BD. about CD. 
F . ·' BD; ·. ~y 
F Bi == ~ y ( 2 + Y; ) 2.9f 
Summation of forc~s gives the loading on bar D. 
2.9g 
The total load on any given bar, F TB' is found by summing N loads for N cavities. 
N 
FTB = _L FTB. 2.9h 
i := 1 I 
The new machine locking force, F ml, taking in.to account cavity off center position is 
now the maxim u n1 tie bar force times four tie bars. 
Fmr == 4.0 X maximun:i ( F TB ) 2.9i 
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.') 4· 
...... Modify Prelirninary Design 
The next stage in BR_ DCDD flowchart, Figure 2.1, allows for the 
modification of the preliminary design. Although the flowchart place_s this as the 
secol)d step in the design sequence, the capabilities of this menu will most likely be 
required after some of the 'secondary' components have been introduced. 1\lodify 
prelimin<:1,rY design docs not introduce any new routines, it sim·ply allows the designer 
to change the preli1J1inary design components described earlier. There are n1any 
reasons to change these components and at present here is. a list of the modifications 
available; change shot location, change biscuit size, change bi·scuit location, and 
change platen. Depending upon the modification, subsequent changes to other 
con1poncnts are possible and are accessed in the same sequence as the· preliminary 
design. 
2.5 Runner fVI0d11le 
After the designer is satisfied with the preliminary components an<l 
performed any ne_cessary modifications, the runner system is to be designed. The 
runner module is a separate set of routines running independently but fully 
incorporated with BR DCDD, ·these routines execute fron1 their calling progrq,m 
RUNFEED. The designer -must exit BR_DCDD to design the runner system. The 
run.ner design is imported back into BR_DCDD upon completion. Before leaving 
BR_DCDD for execution of RUNFEED, several things automatically occur. First, 
aH numeric variables are written to an inforination file. These variables are retrieve.cl 
upon reentrance to BR_DCDD. Next, all preliminary die components are ass_igned 
string names and the design is filed as a Unigraphics part for su bseq uen t retrievaL 
Die components are associated string names so thp,t upon resumption of 
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BR_OCDD, the system can recognize the var10us die components. Finally, all die 
components except the casting projected area, biscuit block, and cayity blocks are 
deleted. 
The primary objective of the RUNFEED module is to gene"rate a geometric 
model of the runner system. There fore, Ii t tle analytic analysis is devoted ·to 
determining specific metal flow requirements, instead emphasis is placed on n1o<lding 
ru.nner components once required _parameters have ·been established. 
2.5.'l Program i\Ienu Structure 
I RUNFEEO~ 14--'·----41, FLOWPRED j CT I.ON I 
PATH SELECTiON 
GATE ~---~CROSS SECTION 
GEOMETRY 
RUNNER 
GEOMETRY TANGENT FEED 
. GEOMETRY 
._. ___ OR i !:NT K-----1~ 
CSYS 
Figure 2.4 RUNFEED Flowchart 
Figure 2.4 is a flowchart of the RUNFEED structure. Th.e RUNFEEb 
module may· be considered m three subdivisions. First, flow prediction generates a 
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possible- operating window for the die. Gate area, fill tirne and flow rate are 
determined utilizing fundamental fluid flow relationships. Next-, path selection inputs 
the desired number of paths along which molt~n n1etal will flow and the. size of each 
cavity being fed. F'inally, gcome_try identification and creation. Runner and tangent 
feed element ccn tcrli ncs are identified, flow cl irections are specified, s pl i ncs arc 
connected between calculated cross sections, and a volurnctric approximation is 
made of each path. 
The inspiration for RUNFEED comes from three pc-based programs, 
FLO\VPRBD, RUNDES, and FEEDES. These programs arc Die Casting Rc~carch 
Foundation, DCllf\ recommended procedures available fron1 the American Die 
Casting I nst_i tute, A DCI. RUN FEED utilizes the basi·c ap pr~ach incorporated in 
these programs, however, RUNFEED builds upon the ADCI/DCRF approach and 
takes it m·uch further. All t.hree programs are con1bined into one. contiriuous· flow 
and a complete geometric rnodeling of the system geometry is perform~d. Several 
sources[22,23;24,25] associated with the above programs arc referenced and used for 
standardization purposes, 
2.5.2 Runner Geometry. Lavo11 t 
RUNFEED 1s executed ·with the previously defined biscuit ·block, cavity 
blocks, and cavity area active on the screen; i!} order to locate runner geometry. 
Before execution, a preliminary geometric layout is required, this consists of initially 
visualizing the runner s_ystem arrangement .and the various componGnts comprising 
the system. Then planar center.lines consisfing of arcs, lines, or splines are ci·eated to 
designate the location of an ind.ividual runner or tangent feed. This 'sketching' 
technique should generate centerlines from the biscuit to the gate. Centerlines 
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between runner and tangent feed components are not to be continuous, a special 
transition region 1s defined such that a smooth tapered transition is modeled. 
Centerlines are to be created ·in the plane of th~ ejecto"r die surface, with runner and 
tange_nt feed geometries subsequently created 'into' the ejector die. 
The following is provided as a gliideli ne for runner layout, explaining the 
motivation of the devised geometric modeling approach. An objective in runner 
design is the 111inimization of turbulence, which is responsible for increased mold 
erosion. Tu rb ulen t flow is associated ~ith high va.1 ucs of Reynolds N um ber[2GJ. 
This value, Re, may be given as: 
Re == V d / V 2.10 
\1\/herc: Dimensionless Reynolds Number 
v· 1\1ean velocity (in/sec) 
d Linear dimension rnold channel (in) 
v Kinematic viscosity of liq irid (in 2 /sec) 
Under .most conditions, with mrn1m um channel dimensions and flow velocities, 
turbulent flow is unavoidable. Turbulence will occur at lower Re if smooth flow is 
disrupted by sudden changes in the runner geometry. Therefore, runner systems are 
designe<J to minimize turbulence by shaping a smooth, continuous, streamlined 
channel for metal flow. 
2.5.3 Flow Prediction 
The objective here is to. define proc~ss parameters such as gate area, flow 
rate, fill time, metal pressure,_ gate -velocity and inlet area. This section is not 
intended to be a thorough or extensive analysis of metal flow. The intent however is 
to apply fundamental fluid flow principles in order to establish reasonable 
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operational parameters which establish skeletal reg uiremen ts for the runner system. 
Particularly, establishment of total gate area is essential in this systcn1 for 
generation of runner geometry. The design equati"ons assume a control volume 
_analysis of steady incompress·ible flow of constant density. Cornplicating factors 
such as thern1al effects or casting an<l runner geometry arc not accounted for. 
The following discussion includes the equations an<l user supplied input used 
to dc~errnine fill conditions. Required us~r iriput includes ·casting· alloy density, 
.casting volume, discharge cocfficien t and gate velocity. A fill table is detcrm incd 
frorn the following equations based upon input variables and an iteration of feasible 
fill ti·rncs. Volumetric flow r.atc may be defined by Equation 2.11. 
Where: 
Q = Vol / T 
Q -:- Volume flow rate (in 3 /sec} 
Vol= Volume of cavity (in 3 ) 
T = Fill time (sec) 
2.11 
The equation of continuity states that volumetric flow rate- is constant throughout a 
systern. Therefore, gate area may be defined by selecting a desired gate velocity, 
.E . ') l '> quation -· ~. 
Where: 
A 9 =Q/V9 
A 9 = Gate area (in 2) 
V g = Gate velocity (in/sec) 
2.12 
Metal pressure may be found utilizing a modified form of Bernoulli's equation[26], 
·based on orifice flow from a reservoir. Bernoulli's equation is valid for steady 
frictionless incompressible flow along a streamline with no heat transfer. The 
modified form, Equ_ation 2.13, incorporates a discharge coefficient, a dimensionless 
variable used to estimate the variation between theoretical and actual· metal 
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velocity. Calculations using con tin ui ty and .Bernoulli's equations are su bjec~ to error 
due to frictional. loses, this is compensated for with experimentally determined loss 
coefficients, .such as the discharge coefficient. 
Where: 
p - Vg2 P 
- cd2 2 g 
P == iv1etal Pressure 
Cd - Discharge coefficient 
g == gravitational acceleration (in/sec 2 ) 
p == molten metal density (I b /in 3 ) 
2.13 
Once a cavity fill condition is decided upon by indicatirig a particular fill time, the 
inlet area is ca.lculated using continuity. The inlet area is defined at the deterrn i ned 
flow rate for an inlet velocity between 50 - 80 ft/sec. This .range generates a 
maxi.n~urr1 ~nd minimum inlet area, leaving the final decision up to the designer. 
RUN FEED will not allow the inlet area to be less than the gate area, since the 
runner system is designed with a reduction of cross sectional areas from inlet to gatG. 
This, as is evident from continuity will produce an increase in metal velocity aloi:iK a 
path, attaining maximum velocity as the metal is injected into the cavity~ 
Again, these calculations are simple approximations to very complex cavity 
filling phenornen~. Geometric, heat transfer and many other complicating factors 
arc not accounted for. This analysis does not consider the machines capacity to 
attain the projected fill condition, this would require a PQ 2 type analysis[22). 
2.5.4 Path Designation 
This section of RUN FEED allo.ws the designer to designate the number of 
independent metal paths to be created and the corresponding cavity size being fed 
by each path. This encompasses cavities fed by more than one path, requiting an 
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indication as to the cavity percentage being serviced by each path. The term path 
as it applies here may be defined as a unique flow route leading from the inlet to a 
gate. This suggests that a runner which branches to two feeds would require two 
individual paths, cad~ originating from the·inlet. 
Flow p~t:hs are comprised of clements. Elements presently available in this 
rnodulc arc runners, tangent feeds and gates. Runners and t~.ngent feeds are the 
only clcmcn ts geometrically modeled. The characterization of each path consists of 
explicitly entering element quantity and the cavity weight it feeds. Eath element is 
systematically selcct~cl with its associated norncnclat u re, informing the. sys tc m of the 
clement type and nurnbcr. The system then determines percentages ofinlct and gate 
areas that the path is to comprise. Each clement in the path is _subsequently 
assigned a cross sectional area consistent with .its position between inlet and gate. 
The assigned cross sectional area i:s determined by a linear reduction from inlet to 
gate. 
2.5.5 Gcometrv Definition & Creation 
After: all paths have been entered, RUNFEED sorts through the ,paths, 
comparing an.d searching for· any coincident element names to determi.ne th.e 
sun11nation of each elernents cross sectional area. Next each path is considered 
individually in element sequential order for geof!letric modeling. This requires the 
identificatio·n of elen1en t centerlines .described in Runner Geometry Layout, section 
2.5.2. 
As stated earlier the runner· a·nd tangent feed are the only elements 
geometrically modeled. Gate elements are not modeled, only gate dimensions 
established. Runner cross sections are available in four configurations three 
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rectangular sections with -a ten degree draft or a trapezoidal shape, Figure 2.5. 
These have been taken from Cocks[23] to be standard runner cross sections. Runner 
elements rnaintain a uniform cross section along their centerlines. 
Tangent feed cross sectional geometry, Figure 2.5, is also taken from 
Cocks[24]. Tangent feed geometry tapers from start to end. A taper in frcd 
geometry is achieved from the· tangent feeds initial area, c;al_culatcd in Path 
Designation (2.5.4), to 1/10 th that a:rea at the feeds end. Flow areas are controlJe·d 
to reduce linca.rly from start to end, red-ucing cross se.ction dimensions in a non-linear 
fashion. Tangent feed geometry is not symmetrical, therefore a.11 indication as to the 
gate side. of the centerline is required. F.an feed geometries· are not currently ri1ocleled, 
but have been 'standardized' similarly by Cocks.[25]. 
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Figure 2.5 Runner / Feed Cross Section 
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Runner and tangent feed geometries are created with the same technique. 
The primary construction difference is that runner cross sections are u n i_form while 
tangent feed sections taper. All runner/feed geometries are based on. splines. Cross 
sectional areas are calculated at uniform centerline intervals, user-supplied frequency, 
where end points arc placed pcrpcn d icular to the centerline represcn ting the cu rrcn t 
.cross sectional area. These points· arc the.~1 fitted with a spline to define the element 
geometry, see Figure 2.6. 
·TRr.?i::ZO I u CFiC15S 
s·E:c r Io~~ 
./ 
Rur,JN::::~/FEEO CONS1;:.:,_.;c1 i (;:-: 
Figure 2.6 Runner / Feed Construction 
All available shapes are definable with four splines, one at each vertex of the cross 
section. As runner/ feed geometries are defined a volumetric approximation is also 
calculated. This consists of the product of each cross sectional area and the 
corresponding_ linear distance between centerline subdivisions, summed along the 
centerline. The finer the .centerline subdivision the better the volumetric 
approximation, this also Jeads to a· smoother modeling of the runner/feed element. 
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Connections between runner and tangent feed elements as alluded to earlier 
arc achieved with transition regions. These regions are fitted between runner and 
tangent feed c:lerncnts that have been designated as requiring these joints. This free 
formed joint connects endpoints and slopes -of the runner and feed geometrics in 
question with spline segments. 
2.6 Sc~onclary. Design 
The foUowi·ng die components have been designated as secondary design 
components. This designation rn no. way lessen·s the importance of these 
components. The seconda,ry design menu opti.on allows for t_hc design of ejector pins, 
leader pins, ejector box and waterlines. Display of the moveable platen is also 
possible, the corre<;:t moveable platen is automatically accessed based on machine 
selectio.n wi.th the stationary platen. Finally, an estimation is n1adc of the cavity 
blocks ·unrestra.iried. thermal crown and the force required to restrain that crown. 
2.6.1 Thermal Crown Cavitv Block 
The cavity block, as arc many components of the die set are subjected to 
extreme thermal gradients. The cavity block in particular experiences the g_reatest 
thermal loading. For unrestrained bodies, thermal gradients cause a volumetric 
~hange. The si1nplest expression for normal strain. due. to a linear tcrnperature 
gradient .is expressed by Equation 2.14. 
Where: 
1 m pl em. enta ti on 
f == a (~T) 
f == N-ormal strain 
a == Coefficient of linear thermal expansion (/ 0 .F') 
~T-:- Temperature change (°F) 
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2.14 
Plate theory provides us with a simjlar analogy,. applicable to ·the cavity block. .For 
an unrestrained plate with a linear tern pe"rat u re variation th r~ugh its thickness, plate 
theory predicts a plate will assume the deformed shape of a spherical surfacc[27]. 
'l'hc radius of curvature being defined by ~quation 2.15. 
Where: 
1 _ a (~T) 
r - h 
r 
- Rad.ius of curvature 
~T = T'emperature difference between upper and 
lower surface of the plate (°F) 
h = Plate thickness 
The 11nrestrained crown is then determined by simple geometry, Equation 2.16. 
~ 2 2 8 = r- r - I /4 
vVhcrc: 8 tv1aximurn unrestrained crown 
== Length of p"late 
2.15-
2.1 G 
M·axirnu m crown graphs generated with equation 2.16 for vanous size pla_tes 
produced nearly identical curves to those presented by Herma.n[28]. In reality cavity 
block inserts are bolted in place and do not experience unrestrained thermal 
crowning. Nonetheless, inserts a.re subjected to a nonuniform temperature variation 
that tends to crown these blocks. Using the approximate thermal crown, an 
equivalent external force to produce such a deformatio.n supplies q,n e.sti·mate of force 
requirements to resist thermal crowning, This can be· translated into the size and 
number of screws required to mount the cavity block'. 
Traditionally the determination of the force required to resist thermal er.own 
was based on a simply .supported beam with an equivalent central concentrated force 
generating the .maximum crown. The .analysis here considers plate theory, the 
Navier solution for a centrally loaded simply supported plate is 'used to find the 
restraining force[29], Equation 2.17, with· m_ = 1,3,5, .. and n = 1,3,5, .... 
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Where: 
6 1r 4 -a b D 
Fr = Ther:mal crown restraining force (lbs) 
a,b = Dimensions of plate (in) 
D = Flexural rigidity of plate (lb-in) 
2.17 
This estimate on the required force to restrain thermal crown IS approximate and 
tells us nothing about screw placement. From the physics of the problem it should 
be obvious that scre\vs should be placed tiear the center of the block to resist t_he 
maximum thermal- crown. ~fernperature differential through the cavity block Is 
rarely known exactly, but 'it's generally in the 200 to 400 °F range .. 
2.6.2 Ejector Box 
The ejector box is constructed of several rectangular blocks, rails, built up to 
contain the ejector plates. The ejector box is sµ.bject primarily to mechanical 
.stresses, not extreme thermal stress. Figure 2.2 shows the ejector die and ejector 
box interaction, the machine locking force is transmit~ed ·to the ·dies through the 
ejector box. Herman(30] suggests that forces are transmitt:ed through the d·ie in line 
with the ejector box rai·ls. This is true if the locking mechanism is aligned with the 
ejector box, but this is not the case in many machines. The transmission of the 
locking force from the platen to ejector box should include ·moments for a proper 
static equili bri.u m. 
Determination of ejector box size is found rn a three step process. First a 
total support area is determined based on fatigue strength or deformation criteria, 
then rail geometry is dimensioned for the selected support locations, finally, the 
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.ejector b.ox's tendency to buckle is considered. A couple assumptions arc made in 
determining the ejector box area, gravity effects are neglectecJ and the di~ locking 
force is assumed to act in line with the ejector b.ox. 
Desigri for fatigue strength of ~he ·ejector box requires design for fluctqating 
~tresses. The compressive load experienced by the ejector box is assumed to 
fluctuate from zero to the cl ie lock force. St rer:1gth clue to f atJgue loading is based 
on m.any criteria here arc a few to be considered, loading cycles, material 
composition, size, shape and tcmperat ure. These factors and many rnore can be 
combined with statistical data to determine an appropriate fatigue strength of a 
materiaL Once a fatigue strength or a·llowahle stress _is found, the required area due 
to fatigue loading is expressed in Equation 2. lSa .. 
\Nhere: 
A - Fmt r - O'a 
Ar = Total area ejector box or rai I (in 2 ) 
F mt= iv1achine locking force (section 2.3.7) (lbs) 
O" a = Allowable fatigue stress "( psi) 
2.18a 
Ejector box area determined by deformation criteria uses the cc(uation of 
deformation of an axially loaded bar, Equation 2.18b. 
A _ FtbDr 
r - b E 2.18b 
Where: Ftb = Tie bar force (lbs) 
Dr = Depth of ejector box (in-. .) 
b ~ Allowable deformation ( .002 in.) 
E = Modulus of elasticity (psi) 
The ·larger Ar in Equations 2.18a,b is the design area for the ejector box. 
Rail dimensions are based on the total area, combined with the selected 
sup port locations. Rails are sized either along the top and bot to1n or left and right 
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of the ejector master plate, a complete box is also possible by con1bining the two 
op.tions. Rails are sized to correspond with the dimc"r1sions of the master plate, 
assuming a uniform width all around. 
A check is performed on the calculated .area and selected depth of the rails to 
detcrmirre if their is any danger of buckling. Euler's equation is used to determine 
the critical load for the geometry, Equation 2.19. End_;end constant is assumed the 
value of 1.2(31] for a fixed-fixed beam. 
Per C 1r
2 E I 
L2 
vVhcre: Per-= Critica:11.oad for ejector geometry (lbs) 
C = End condition :constant (1.2 fixed-fixed) 
1 = Min. morn en t i:nertia, deycloped area (in 4 ) 
L = Developed length of ejector box (in.) 
2.6.3 l'vtoveable Platen 
2.19 
Selection of a stationary platen during the preliminary design determ_ined the 
die casting ~ac.hine to be used. Associated with the stationary platen is the 
moveable platen, see Figure 1.1. The moveable platen travels along the tie bars 
advancing the ejector die block. The moveable platen menu allows the designer to 
visualize how the die blocks will sit in the die casting ma~hine between the two 
platens. 
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2.6.4 
The ejector purs as described briefly in Die Components and Function, 
section 1.3.3 and sho\\:n in Figure 1..2, provide the means for removing the casting 
fron1 the ejector die half. The ejector pins arc one component of an entire ejection 
assembly, consisting of ejector plate, retainer plate, ejector pins, and a means for 
moving the assembly. Ejector pins pass through the ej~ctor die into the cavity 
block. Ejector pin ends extending towards the cavity block actuaHy act as part of 
the cavity surface during marten metal injection. The end opposite the cavity is 
sandwiched between a.n ejector and retaining plate. After casting solid_ification, the 
dies open and t"he ejector pins are advanced to push the casting off the ejector die. 
There are .two basic techniques used to move the ejection system. One uses the 
mechanical movements of the die in corn bi nation with bum.per and ret.u rn pins, 
another employs an h.ydraulic cylinder to advance and or return the ejection system. 
In sizing ejector pins, a technique similar to that used for the thennal crown 
of the. cavity block is used, an estimation of the total force required to eject the 
casting from the cavity block is made. A suggested number of ejector pi:ns i~ 
determined based on the selected ejector pin- size. Herman[32J lists some idea.I design 
guidelines for locating ejector pins. These are difficult to program, however, designer 
interaction and experience can effectively generate an ejector p"i-n layout with the 
proper number and location of ejector pins. 
Totai eje_ction force is ·determined by the force required to overcome friction. 
Friction during ejection occurs primarily in the following locations. Friction between. 
~he surfaces of the casting wall parallel to ejection and the interior protruding 
surfaces of the cavity block which the solidifying casting COD. tracts in ward on. 
Calculation of friction for.ce requires values for the normal force and coefficient of 
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friction. The static coefficient of friction is used here, since the force to get the 
casting d:islodged from the cavity is re9uired. Equations 2.20a,b,c arc the design 
equations for calculating the suggested number of ejector pins. 
Where: 
2.6.5 Leader Pins 
Fe = Fn µ3 
Aep = F; 
N. _ Aep P - A p 
Fe = Total ejection force ( I bs) 
F n = Normal force (lbs) 
J1 3 -:- Coefficient of static friction 
Aep= Total area ejector pins (in 2 ) 
O" = Compressive strength ejector pin (psi) 
NP ~ Number of ejector pins 
Ap = Area single ejector pin (in 2 ) 
2.20a 
2.20b 
'> '>O 
-·- C 
Leader pins are displayed in the detailed die configuration, Figure 1.2. T}iese 
pins act in conjunction with their mating bushings to align the die halves. Leader 
pins are placed in the die block corners of the ejGctor die to help provide protection 
for any protruding die forms, generally found on the ejector die block. 
This routine allows the user to select from a menu of standard size leader 
pins. Location of these guide prn.~ is accomplished by selecting the position of the 
upper left leader pm. The remaining. positions are detennined from the positioning 
of the upper ·left pin, relative to the rilaster .plate centerlines. The lower left pin 
location is purposely shifted .to eliminate symmetry and prevent the die halves fro1n 
mating if the dies are mounted im·properly. 
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2.6.6 Waterlines 
Waterlines arc an instrumental element in the construction of dies. These 
arc drilled channels in the cavity blocks, bis.c.uit block, and master plate that help 
the t-hermal control of the die. During each shot heat is transferred from the molten 
metal to the die and surroundings as it solidifies. \Vaterlincs help remove this heat 
before the die receives another injection. 
The present routine does little to aid i.n the design decisions for waterlines, 
such as to the rcq uired length, rate of flow, sjzc, or· location. The pu rposc of th is 
routine is to provide a visual dcsi·gn tool to aid the designer in visualizing the 
interaction of the waf:erlines with the previously designed cornponcnts. 
2.7 Utilities. 
The u tili tics. menu is the last rrien u item in the BR_ DC DD flowchart, Figure 
2.1. This option provides several features, primarily ·the capab'ility to save and 
r.etrieve designs. A menu option is also available to blank individual .or gi"oups of 
components. 
2.7.1 Blank Objects 
This routine provides the means to blank, remove from the screen display, or 
unblank, return to the screen display, individual components. 
components may be blanked or unblanked as desired. 
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Currently a.II 
2..7.2 Manage Files 
Within the Utilities Menu arc four options which n1akc use of a rou ti nc to 
pcrforn1 basic U n·igraphics file utilities. 
Retrieve New Part allows the user to tcrn1inate the active Unigrar)hics part 
and retrieve a new one. This is particularly us~~ful when the user wishes to retric\'C a 
projected cavity area, U nigraphics parts which have no variable data associated \Vith 
them. 
i\il erge Part al lows a previously filed U nigrap hies part to be ret rievcd in to the 
active file as a groupcc:J· entity. This option can be used to h'tricvc a model of ·the 
casting into the current die design. 
Resume After Runner Design perm-its continuation of a previous die design, 
mergmg the runner geometry into the active die design. All associated variables are 
recover~d. 
File Part is use·d to save the geometric data .associated with a die design. 
2.7.3 Solid rvroclel Interface 
The final option 111 the Utilities Menu is an interface to SDRC's I-DEAS 
software package. I-D.EAS is an hybrid construction solid geometry an_d bou nd~ry 
representation solid modeler. The in.tent of the interface is to transfer to I-DEAS 
via its own program language, IDEAL, the geo-metry of tbc die design. This is 
desirable so that .a th ree-<limensional solid finite elcrnen t model may be 
'automatically' generated. Creation of an automatic mesh of solid elements requires 
a solid model. 
The use of an :interface to a solid mod.eler is a 'make shift' solution due. to 
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available software tools. Fu tu-re recommendations will include die desig1.1 in a solid 
environment, eliminating lhe need for an interface. Another solution for obtaining a 
solid model 1s to rely upon . conversion programs fron1 wirefrarnc to solid 
rcpresen tat ion. The author feels that this approach or surf ace to solid con versions 
are not conclusive solutions to the problem. Wirefrarne models arc an ambiguous 
representation and are difficult to mathematically gencnitc a solid without user 
·in tcrf ace. 
2.8 Finite. Element. Analysis 
2.8.1 Dies and Finite Element 
----
Instead of constructing a die and relying upon a designers experience and 
costly trial runs, a thorougl.1 finite elernent analysis can assess die performance prior 
to die constr.uction. Computer rnodeling of this sort is not. new .to die casting, 
however 1nuch concentration as stated earlier has been on casting solidification and 
flow analysis. A n1odel of the ejector die is generated to analyze its response to 
pre~sure and therrnal loadings in order to refine its design. As the objective of the 
design ph,ase was to automate that process as much as possible, so is the intent with 
the finite element analysis. However, since each design is unique, an automated 
detailed analysis sequence is difficult to perform with present software tools. This is 
changing however with the en1ergence of adaptive· mesh routines and increased 
au to mated ~eshing capabilities. 
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2.8.2 Problem to be Modeled 
Die response to locking force, internal pressure, and thcrina.l loading arc 
studied in the following analyses. In reality each of these loadings arc cyclic, 
fluctuating but not reversing between cycles. The ej~ctor· <lie is of primary concern 
during loading since it is only supported by rails and sometimes pillars, Figure 2.2. 
The ejector die for this analysis is modeled and analyzed as a continuous uni form 
solid block of steel, consisting of ejector block and box and a cavity approximation. 
Static structural and steady state heat transfer analyses arc performed. 
2.8.3 Analvsis Shortcomings with Plate Theorv 
Approxin1atc die s1z·1ng is presently performed with hand c~tlcula.tions ba.scd 
upon classical beam ~nd plate theories \vith a healthy factor of safety required. 
These theories have there advantages, but for detailed and accurate die analysis a 
three-dimensional analysis model is required. The following discussion presents 
limitations of plate theory in die analysis. Detailed presentations of plate theory arc 
readily available in the litcrat u re [27 ,33 ,34]. 
Classical plate theory models a structural component with one dimension, 
referred to as the thickness, relatively s.mall in comparison to its surface dimensions. 
This theory is concerned with the translation and rotation of a straight rigid vertical 
I.inc, disregarding deformation n1o<les which would alter the lines rigidity(35]. l\1odcs 
such as transverse shear and transverse stretching are typically not accou n tcd for in 
plate theory. A more formal presentation of the requirements of plate theory require 
the following four assumptions to be true for small deflectio'ns of a thin plate. 
1. Isotropic, homogeneous, continuous, and linearly el.astic 1naterial. 
2. Mid plane of the plate remains 1=1nstrained during. bending. 
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3. Transverse shear strains arc negligible; plane sections remain plane. 
4. Nqrrnal stresses in the transverse direction are negligible. 
Within these constraints, plate theory is capable of predicting the response of a plate 
to external loading by the deformation and rot~tion angle of a reference plane. With 
this appr·oach, plate theory is able to model three.,dimcnsional objects with a two-
dimensional reference plane by assumi-ng linear displacement and temperature 
profiles through the plates thickness. There are models which allow transverse 
shear, su-ch as Reissner's model, however, plate theory will not predict transverse 
stretch or compression. This deformation mode shoiild not be ignored for thick 
blocks like an ejector die. 
Since dies in general do not have a thickness chrncnsion considerably smaller 
than other dimensions, a plate theory analysis modeling a reference plane is not 
accurate. Ot"her die features make it difficult- to assume a thin plate n1odel as well. 
Features such as pillars, rails, die cavity, runners, etc. Accurately modeling die 
response via finite elernent n1ethods requires the use of solid clements. Solid 
elements allow the th ree-dirncn~ional riat ure and complex geometric interaction of 
die .components to be accurately and realistically modeled. Solid finite element 
analysis is not limited to- linear temperature or displacement fields through the die 
thickness. 
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2.8.4 Modeling Procedure 
Steps followe9 to produce a finite element analysi-°s of a BR_DCDD designed 
.die are discussed here. Any finite element analysis can generally be broken down 
into three d'jstinct processes, preprocessing, .solution and post processing; F:igure 2.7 
outlines -the steps followed from a BR DCDD design to a complete heat transfer 
and structural analysis. 
AOAPJIVE MESHING 
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
NODAL OISPL. RESTRAINT 
STP.UCTURA~ LOADING 
SURFACE PRESSURE 
ANO/OR 
TEMP. G?.,.,C) I ENT 
MODEL SOLUTION 
L I l'IE AR ST AT I CS 
POST PROCESSING 
0 I SPLACE\iENTS ~ 
STRESSES 
SUPERPOS!T!ON 
RESULTS 
lGI I BR_OCOO 
CESIGN 
w 
INTE?FACE 
w / I ·DEAS 
F ! N I Sri SOL I 0 
MCC'::L.. FOR 
s~~ClrlC DIE 
GLC5AL ELEMENT SIZE 
MES-, GENE~A T ! ON 
MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
TRANSFER fNALYS!S 
CAVITY TE~PERATURE 
N_OD.A.L TEMP. RESTRA-1 NT 
HEAT TRANSFE?. LOADING SURFACE CONV~CT!ON 
CONDUCTION 
HEAT TRA:'<SFER 
MODEL SOl..UTION 
POST PROCESSING 
TEMP. GRt'.O ! ENT 
Figure 2.7 Finite Element _Modelin·g Procedure 
Preprocessing begins by defining model bounds, s·etting default element 
attributes, creating a mesh volume, defining material properties, generating 
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boundary conditions and finally load sets. The Solid Model Interface from 
BR DCDD provides limited automation in the construction of a solid model - . 
geometry. The i·nterface produces an I-DEAS program file with the cornmands and 
geometric information required to construct a single solid ri1odel of a uniform ejector 
die block with ejector box. Presently,- cornplic,:ating design specific r:ompo·nents such 
a,s; die cavity geornetry, runner shape, waterlines or ejector pin holes need to be 
added to the solid model interactive"ly from within I-DEAS object· modeling. Before 
attempting to generate a finite element mesh any symmetry conditions should be 
exploited. 0 nee an ejector die solid model has been completed, vol II metric 
constraints arc defined for the. automatic solid mesh generator. 
Preprocessing co1_1tinues \Vith automatic mesh generation. A glol?al elerncnt 
size 1s specified and I-,. DEAS discr.etizes the volume automatically with parabolic 
tetrahedron ·elements. Material properties such as coefficient of linear expansion, 
poisson 's ratio, mod u !us of elasticity, and coefficient of heat cond uc.tion are entered 
next. Boundary restraints in the structural analysis include specification of 
appropriate nodal displacements. The boundary restraint applied in a heat transfer 
model is a uniform surface temperature at the die cavity. Loading for the structural 
analysis consists of surface pressures and temperature gradients. Surface convections 
are defined as the loading for a heat transfer analysis. 
Analyses both structural" and heat transfer are· conducted within I-DEAS 
using its internal solver. Options are available to export finite element preprocessrng 
data to several commercial packages. These packages generally have more robust 
analysis capabilities. An I_-D EAS analysis of" static or steady state problems is 
perhaps more ·efficient than a general purpose package with advanced analysis 
capabilities and greater overhead. 
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2.8 .. 5 Degrees of Complexity 
Finite clement meshing may be- described as the proccs.s of discretizing an 
approximate model of a teal object as accurately as necessary to obtain a suitable 
approximation to its real world response. Often details of an object not irnportan t 
for analysis purposes a·re not modeled. At other times it is discovered that a model 
has not been sufficiently detailed. Gcon1etry definition for analysis of the ejector die 
jnitially includes only the basic geometry of the die, a uniform die block with 
attached rails and pillars and an approximated die cavity. Once this rnodels 
accuracy has been confirmed, then additional details car"1 be added to the model, 
such as .ejector pin holes, waterli.nes or runner charl"ncls. 
Several variations between rcali_ty and the finite element model exist, <1sidc 
from geometric simplifications, approxi n1 at ions for material p ropertics, bou Ii d ary 
conditions and loading are used. Initial models bein.g most simplistic assume a 
uniform block of steel with constant isotr9p.ic n1aterial properties. \V.hereas the 
actual die is a co·mplicatcd com bi-nation of insert ·blocks- of varying gra.dcs of steel 
bolted or screwed together. 
2.8.6 Au to mated M csh Generation 
I-DEAS strong capability for automatic· mesh generation with a solid model 
was alluded to earlier .. This is possible for valid solids generated through GEOivfOD, 
I-DEAS solid model module. Volumetric triangularization, performed by 
TRIQUAMESH[36), is the technique employed to perform this task. A tetrahedral 
mesh is generated with a basic law of analytic geometry which states that every 
polyhedron is divisible in to tetrahedra, subs."equen tly, a tetrahedral discretization can 
be performed on an:y arbitrary volume. The major disadvantage of this technique is 
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that meshes obtained arc usually not very pleasing to the eye and can be difficult to 
·visualize without special display options activated. 
Finite element rnodc;ling of objects with solid elements docs have several 
drawbacks. Most noticeable is the tremendous disk space and corr1putational 
requirements for an analysis of a typical die. There are also additional limitati·ons 
imposed by the capabilities of automated mesh generators. Due to the .order of 
dimensional variation bet ween typical die components, inconsistent rcq u i remen.ts on 
element sizes will undoubtedly arise. Triquamesh is unable to successfully mesh 
adjacent regions rcqui-ring drastical_ly different element sizes. Typically ratios 
varying more than two times as large or half as large may be unsuccessful. 
Situations where this might arise arc sevcTal for a typical. die. F'or instance 
differences between die block dimensions and ejector hole diameters m.ight exhaust 
the limitations of a realistic model size or meshing capabilities in an effort to model 
these attributes. It therefore must be decided if 'detailed' components are required 
to generate an accurate analysis. 
When constructing a finite clement model it is always wise to begin with a 
course m~sh to reveal pnn1ary responses and those regions requiring special 
attention. In order· to improve m_odel accuracy without ch<:1,nging or introducing new 
details to th·e model, there are two traditional te.chniques av~ilable which n1odify an 
existing mesh. These techniques are tern1ed 'h-con vergen cc' or 'p-con vergen ce'[37). 
These approaches require the incr.ease of element density for the former and an 
increase in polynomial order of the approximating function for the latter. Another 
approach, adaptive meshing[38], automatically refrnes a mesh by· moving nod.es and 
or splitting elements or remeshing. Mesh adjustment n1ay be performed on either 
·scalar elemental analysis results or element distortion. 
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2.8.7 Heat Transfer A na.lysis 
An I - DEA$ in tern al heat transfer model solution predicts the steady state 
thermal response of an object with temperature independent material properties. A 
heat trc1;nsfer analysis requires nodal temperature restraints, some form of thermal 
loading and specification of material properties. Results generated from such an 
analysis give an estimate as to the temperature gradient through the die block. 
-Steady state thermal problems arc computationaly easier to solve than structural 
problems since a thern1al analysis requires the solution of a sinrpler governmg 
differential equation. Temperature results are scalar, wherea,s, the structural 
analogy, displacements, nTay be a six degree of freedom vector·. 
Element type for the heat transfer analysis is a solid parabolic tctrahe<lraJ 
~lement. This element has ten degrees of freedom, a single temperat_urc at each node 
with four faces per ele1nent. 
Current analysis has been limited to two of three heat transfer mechanisms, 
conduction and convection. Conduction coefficients, as do all material properties 
vary with temperature. Average values are used for n1aterial properties over the 
operating temperature range of each analysis. Other finite clement· packages allow 
tern per at ure de pendent material property specification. These property values 
generally come from experimental data and can be modeled as tabulated by fitting 
higher order polynomials to the data. Die cavity operating tempe_ratures w.hen 
casting in alun1inum range from approximately 350°F to 1100°F. 
Empiricai equations defining free convection coefficient rates for die casting 
dies are given by Thukkaram[.39). These values are dependent upon surface size, 
orieJ?.tation, temperature differe~tial and veloc.ity of bulk fluid. -Equations 2.2la,b,c 
give the convection coefficient rates for several surface orientations. 
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2.8.7 II cat Transfer A na.lysis 
An I-DEAS in tern al heat transfer model solution predicts. the steady state 
thermal response of an object with temperat'urc indcpendcn t material properties. A 
heat transfer analysis requires nodal temperature restraints, some forn1 of thermal 
loading and specification of material properties. Results generated frorn such an 
analysis· gi.ve a,n estimate ·as to the temperature gradien·t through the die block. 
Steady state the.rfnal problems arc computationaly easier to solve than structural 
problems since a thermal ana·lysis requires the solution of a simpler governing 
differential equation. Temperature results arc scalar, whereas, the structural 
ana·logy, <lisplaccrncnts, may be a six degree of freedom vector. 
E;lement type for the heat transfer analysis is a solid pantbblic tetrahedral 
clernen t. This element has ten degrees of freedom, a single tern pc rat II re at each node 
with four faces per elcrncnt. 
Current analysis has been limited to two of three heat transfer mechanis.ms, 
conduction a.nd convection. Conduction coefficients, as do all material properties 
vary with temperature. Average values arc use.cl for material properties· over the 
opcratit1g temperature range of each analysis. Other finite clernent packages allow 
tern per at u re depcnden t material property specification. These property values 
generally come from experimental data and can be modeled as tabulated ·by fitting 
higher order polynon1ials to the data. Die cavity operating temperatures whe.n 
casting in alun1inum range from approximately 350°F to ll00°F. 
Empirical equations defining free .convection .coefficient rates for die casting 
dies are given by Thukkaram[39]. These values are dependent upon. surface size, 
orientation, temperature differential: and velocity of bulk fluid. Equations 2.2la,b,c 
give the convection coefficient rates for several surface orientations. 
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Where: 
hv·= 0.19 (~T)0 •33 
hiiu = 0.27 (~T'/ L)0 · 25 
h h d = 0 . l 2 ( ~T / L) 0 · 2 5 
hv = Vertical surface (BTU/hr in 2 °F) 
hhu = Horizontal surface facing up (BTU/hr in 2 °F) 
h.hd == Horizontal surface facing down (BTU/hr in 2°F) 
L =Length ofsurfacc(ft) 
~T = Temp. differential surface/surroundings 
2 .. 2la 
2.21b 
2.2lc 
Due to the size of a typical verticc1l die surface, greater than .2,LO inches, E.q_11ation 
2.21a represents turbulent flow, calculated by the Grashof number[30]. Equations 
·2.21 b,c are for laminar flow. 
2,8.8 Structural Analvsis 
An I- DEAS linear static a~alysis is perforrned on th<~ ejector d ic half. The 
element used for these .analyses is the solid parabolic tetrahedron, it is comprised of 
ten nodes, four corner and six mi<lside nodes, with four faces. Each node has three 
translational degrees of freedom. B.oundary conditions for the ejector die arc nodal 
displacement restraints at the base of the rails and pillars. Appropriate nodal 
restraints are also required on planes of symmetry. Loading is two fold, structural 
and thermal, these r:nay be applied within the same analysis. Structural loading is a 
uniform surface pressure appli·ed normal to free element faces on the cavity surface, 
thermal loading consists of the nodaL temperature ·gradient resultant from the heat 
transfer ana.Jysis. 
Analysis results from structural and thermal linear static analyses are not 
necessarily additive. The superposition of thermal and structural results assume an 
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u ncou pied problem, indicating t'hat material properties arc tern per at u re independent. 
On the oth~r hand, coupled problems. assume ternperatu_re deperrdent material 
properties. A more realistic analysis would seem to require the coup.led approach 
due to the high ternperaturc fluctuations within the .di·e. 
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3. Example 
An example is presented displaying the various components of the die design 
and analysis process described in the previous chapter. Initially the part to be cast 
1s presented, then the BR DCDD die design sequence 1s shown, and finally, the 
fini.tc~ element modeling procedure is dcscri bed. 
3.1 Piston-C.5 Casting 
The example part for the presented engineering design and analysis process 1s 
Piston-c5, a transmission component desi-g,ned by the Alliso.11 Tra11smission division 
of General !\Iotors Corporation. Casting material is specified as Aluminum SAE 
J452 grade ANS.I 380.l. Figure 3.1 shows a drawing of Piston-c5 generated from a 
two-dimensional U nigraphics database obtained via magnetic tape from the die 
maker. 
Two three-dimensional geometric CAD models were developed from 
dimensioned rnechanical drawings: a UGII wireframe, Figure 3.2, and an I- DEAS 
solid model, Figure 3:3. In Figure 3.2 hidden fcatu·rcs arc shown, but notice, the 
solid n1odel, Figure 3.3,. is able to :automatically display hidden lines removed. The 
solid model is also able to perform a volumetric approximation, and for Piston.,.c5, 
the volume was calculated to be 485,681.2 mm 3 , or an equivalent 29.64 in 3 .. 
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Figure 3.1 2-D Drawing Piston-'c5 
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Figure 3.2 3-D \Vireframe Piston-c5 
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Figure 3.3 Solid Model Piston-c5 
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3.2 Die Des·ign Tools with BR DCDD 
The BR_DCDD die design sequence followed for Piston-c5 is now presented. 
The sequence described in Figure 2.1 was followed. 
3.2.1 Identifv Projected Area 
Figur·c 3.4 shows the projected area of Piston-c5 (left) after the casting 
orientation has ·been decided. This is a true dimension cros.s section, since the 
casting is oriented such that this p·erspective is perpendicular to a simple vertical 
planar parting plane. Figure 3.4 also shows t,he resulting bounclc9 plan~ after the 
exterior and interior boundaries of the projected area have been identified (righ.t) .. 
The calculated cross sectional area was 76.023 in 2• The m:aximum cavity width and 
height were entered as 11.2205 1.n. and the maxim.um cavity depth was taken to be 
the part thickness, 2.532· in. 
" \ 
\ 
Figure 3.4 Projected Area P:iston-.c5 
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3.2.2 Die Lock Force 
The die locking force was determined _next, metal pressure was assurncd 
known at 10,000 psi. Using an impact freeze factor of 1.0, the die lock force was 
calculated to be 760,320 lbs. The system then equated the locking force to he 380."2 
tons and ~equired a machine tonnage of the next highest 100 ton increment;. In this 
case a 100 ton n1achine was required. The additional lengt.h vcilue utili~ed to size 
many of the die components was calculat.ed from the die locking tonna.gc to be 2.0 
lil. 
3.2.3 Cover Die 
The design of the maJor die components is perform~d 011c half of the die set 
at a time; first the cover, then the ejector die. Figure 3.5 shows the complete initial 
design of the cover die block, with cavity block insert and shot sleeve. The clqsign of 
these components began with a user-supplied cavity depth extending into the cover 
·die. The cavity block was automatically generated- and the system prompted the 
user for a biscui't diameter. Upon entering the biscuit diameter, a tu be represcn ting 
the shot sleeve was generated and the system requested its ·location below the cavity 
block centerline. The default value was taken, placing the biscuit block at the base 
of the cavity block. Finally, the cover die block or cover master plate was 
generated, surrqunding the cavity block ·and shot sleeve. 
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Figure 3.5 Cover Die Preliminary Design 
3.2.4 Ejector Die 
Figure 3.6 shows the ejector and cover die set. The ejector half inserts, 
cavity and biscui't blocks, were generated and located automatically from earl'ier· 
design .data. The next user inter.action required modification -decisions to de.termine 
an appropr·iate ejector n1aster plate thickness. 
Figure 3.7 shows the graphic a~ds displayed durin~ the beam modeling 
process, in order to determine ejector die block thickness. This figure shows three 
simple supports with a distributed load across the cavity. The master plate 
thickness for the Piston-c5 was adjusted to 7 .~· in. with a minimum of one pillar 
req_uired to redu··ce deflections below the .002 in. level. Note, as elastic curves are 
defined for each analysis, data files are written with cornplete deOection data, only 
the maximum deflection is immediately available to the designer. 
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Figure 3.6 Cover / Ejector Die Set Prelirninary Design 
Figure 3~7 Ejector iviaster Plate Thickness 
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A maximum beam deflection with the default thickness, 5.682 in., was found 
to be .030 in. Increasing the thickness to 7 ~ rn. reduced th.is deflection to .0113 in. 
This was still unacceptable, therefoi;-e, two pillars were introduced to rn1n1rn1ze 
deflections. These pillars were located above .and below the die cavity so as not to 
interfere wi.th ejection, calculation of the elastic curve for this case reduced thG 
maximum deflection to .0001 in. 
3.2.5 Stationarv Platen 
Next a die casting machine was selected from a libraxy of rna.chincs. 
Presently, the library contains the geometry and shot locations for a Lester #30, 
#31, #32 and a Recd Prentice #2.5. Figure 3.8 show·s the die block set mounted on 
a Lester #31 stationary pla.ten with a shot location of 8 inches below the centerline. 
This shot location approximately placed the die blocks centrally within the platen, 
however, the cavity offset was reflGcted in the tic bar calculation. In this 
configuration the -design was symmetric ·between left and r)ght ha.Ives, however, the 
upper tie bars were burdened with unequal loading. T·his positioning gave a ,loading 
of 109.8 tons on the upper tie bars· and 80.2 tons on the lower bars. The total: tic 
bar force, four times the maximum tie bar force, was 439.2 tons. 
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Figure 3.8 Die Set With Platen Selection 
. . 
3.2.6 Modify Preliminarv Design 
That completed the preliminary design stage, several options were then 
available to modify the relative positioning of these components with t-he modi.fy 
preliminary design menu. No lasting changes were made, hoviever, investigated 
modifications requiring component alterations and new machine selection were 
accomplished quickly and easily. Th.is is the tremendous advantage of this· system, 
·its capability to modify th~ preliminary design and investigate relational changes 
between components. 
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3.2.7 Runner Module 
Figure 3.9 shows the rema1n1ng die geometry and -runner centerline layout 
interactively created after exiting BR_DCDD for the runner des·ign. Note that the 
centerline 'sketching' technique has generated centerlines· frorn the biscuit to the 
cavity with gaps bet ween components to allow for transition regions. The 
centerlines have bce_n lapeied for .this figure to indicate the intended design. The 
envisioned n1nner/feed network of channels was to consist of a marn runner 
extending from the biscuit and branchi"ng off to two separa,te tangent feeds arcing 
around the cavity as depicted. 
\ 
T,A.,'!GC:NT FEED LI~ 
c:::r,JTERL I f\JE. 
T bNGE::NT FEED Ir CEi\JT'ERL [i\1:=: 
1 
HUNf'JER 
CENTERL I f\!E 
Figure 3.9 Runner Centerline: Layotit 
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3.2.8 Flow Prediction 
Utilizing default values for the process variables, including casting alloy 
density, casting ·volume, discharge coefficient and gate velocity, .a predicted fill table 
was generated. Default values were: density, .0930 lbm/in 3 ; volume, 30.0 in 3 ; gate 
velocity, 14 00 in/ s; and discharge coefficient .5. ivletal pr~ssu re from the modi tied 
Bernoulli's equ.ation was calculated to be 949 psi. The fill table generated ·has been 
reproduced in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1 PREDICTED FILL CONDITIONS. 
Fill Time 
( s ) 
.040 
.044 
.048 
.052 
.056 
.060 
Gate Area 
( in 2 ) 
.536 
.487 
.4'16 
.4J2 
.383 
.357 
Flow Rate 
(in/ s) 
750.0 
681.8 
625.0 
576.9 
535.7 
500.0 
The selected fill time was .048. sec with a total gate area of .4'16 in 2 and a flow rate 
of 62.5 in/s. Based on an· inlet velocity of 65 ft/s, the inlet area was defined at .8464 
. ') 
ID~. 
3.2.9 Path Designation 
As described earlier, two metal paths were designated to fill the Piston~c5 
cavity. ·Each path was required to handle an equal amount of molten metal and fill 
half the cavity. Referring back to Figure 3.9, each path was to have three elements, 
a runner, a tangent feed and a gate. Path one was designated as runner #1 (Rl), 
tangent feed #1 (Tl) and gate #1 (Gl); path two was. comprised of runner ·#1 
(Rl.), tangent feed #2 (T2) and gate #2 ( G2). Table 3.'2 shows the calculated cross 
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sectional ar.eas fo·r each path_. Note that the path areas Were identical, since each 
path was required to fill half the cavity. 
T~blc 3.2 PATIi CROSS SECTIONAL AREAS !· .. '.'. ·.;: ... ·:: .'·'.' .. '., }).·.'.', I.I.' I., ·.',','.I_I I I I l i iii ,i, I I I I ,_Ii I_I I l_i 
_I, }.'II<;.•.•,' fl I_.:.•,:.,,:::..,•' I Ii I I I I I I I JI I,'·,'.-'.:'.-:<<<-,:'. .\'.':'.: >>'.::::.'..':'..;'.I Ii I, I 
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Pa.th Element Area ( in 2 ) 
1 Ill 
.4232 
1 Tl 
.3232 
1 Gl 
.2232 
2 RI 
.4232 
2 T2 
.3232 
') G2 
.2232 
3.2;10 Geometrv Ddinition & Creation 
As the :syste1n sorted thro_ugh the. network described above, each centerline 
for the runner and tangent feed cross sections was systematically selected by the 
user. After selection of the runner element centerline in each path, a transition 
region was requested. Trapezoidal cross s·ections were selected for the runner and 
tangent feeds, the runner by option, and tangent feeds by default. Cross section 
geometric dimensions were automatically cal.culated based on shape and the 
previously determined cross sectional areas of Table 3.2. For example the ~r.ea used 
for runner # 1 was .8464 in2 , since the system understood this component was used 
in tw9 paths. RUN FEED always bases- geometric defi.nition on total element area. 
All default cross sectional dimensions were accepted. The vol u n1etric approximation 
of this. runner system came to 10.21 in 3 , not accounting for the transition regions or 
the biscuit. 
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Figure 3.10 shows a top and side view of the completed runner system with 
each element labeled appropriately. Figure 3.11 is an isornet ric close up of ·the 
runner system, detailing the transition region and showing the tangential cross 
section preserved throughout the channel even along the taperi.ng tangent feed. 
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Figure 3.10 Complete Runner System 
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Figure 3.11 Close up Runner System 
3.2.11 Resume Secondarv Design 
The BR_DCDD die design was resumed and the runnc·r geometry was 
r~trieved by selecting the restart after runner design menu option, Next, can1e the 
design of the secondary componer:its, such as the ejector box, moveable platen, 
ejector pins, and leader pins. The effects of thermal crowning of the cavity block 
was aiso approximated. 
Table 3.3 g1v~s a selection of several ~alculations performed to approximate 
the thermal crown of the Piston-c5 ejector cavity block at various temperature 
Exarnple .,..74_ 
differentials. Also calculated was the force required to rest:rai-n the calculated crown. 
Table 3.3. THERMAL CROWN CAVITY BLOCK 
200 
250 
300 
350 
400 
Crown (in) 
.0102 
.0127 
.0152 
.01782 
.0203 
Force (lb) 
527,841 
659,802 
791,763 
923,725 
1,-055,688 
···.· .. ·.·.· ... ··:.·-.···:·.· ... 
•,- ,··:.··.·:.·,···· 
Figure 3.12 is a two view display of the design complete with ejector box, leader 
pins, .runner system and the moveable platen from the Lester #31 machi11e. ·The 
ejector box has been sized to support the ejector die b.lock 01.1 the right a.nd left sides, 
a_s displayed. vVith the casting projected area, met.al pressure, and dimensions of the 
die block, a- rail thickness of 2.095 in. was d~termined to be sufficiept with no threat 
of buckling for nine inch rails. Leader pins, 1.25 in. in diameter and 6.0 in. long, 
were interactively chosen and a"rranged on .the cover die relative to the designers 
positioning of the upper left pin. 
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Figure 3.12 Design \Vith Secondary Components 
Figure 3.13 shows the introduction of ·several ejector pins, 1n order to 
elim.inate confusion several of the die components were blanked for this_ display. 
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Figure 3.13 Des!gn With Ejector Pins 
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3.2.12 Solid Model Interface 
Finite element modeling was utilized for a more refined analysis of the ejector 
die. AutofT}ated finite element mesh capabilities found. in the I-DBAS Finite 
Element Modeli11g Module were used to be utilized. Before any modeling started an 
-interface file was generated and solid model information was transferred to I-DEAS. 
3.3 
3.3.l 
Finite Element ModP.!ing 
Sym mPtry 
Prior to finite clement prcprocess·ing, a crude approximation of vanous 
components of the die design were modeled in the solid modeler. The solid model 
interface transferred geometry of the combined die block and ejector box into a 
continuous .solid, Figure 3.14. This model was then refined to ·include die. specific 
geometries such as a die cavity approximation and pillar supports. Figure 3.15 
shows this more refined model, created with interactive techniques. Due to the 
syrnmetry of the solid model, only half the geometry was modeled, with appropriate 
boundary conditions to be applied at the plane of symmetry. Figure ·3.16 displays 
the two solid model geornetries used for the analyses, one with and one without 
pillar support for the master plate. 
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Figure 3,14 Resultant ·Ejector Die Solid 1\:Iodel 
Figute 3.15 Refined Solid Model 
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Figure 3.16 Symmetry Solid :Models 
3.3.2 l\lateri al Properties 
As stated earlier, assumptions were made concerning material properties. 
Basic assumptions modeled an homogeneous tempera tu re independcn t isotropic 
material. Selection of rpaterial properties were based on a 4130- steel, the material 
specified for the Piston-c5 die blocks 1 even though the die inserts were specified H 13 
d·ie steel. Future refined analyses should distinguish between material properties of 
differently heat treated durable steels. l'vlaterial properties used for this analysis 
included; modulus of elasticity, E =. 30 x 106 psi and Poisson's ratio, v - 0.29. The 
dens_ity and specific heat values are not requfred for an analysis of a steady state 
heat. cond1:1ction problem. Specific heat values supplied as a function of temperature· 
m~y be found in the Metals J-Iandbook[40] for future tr~nsient heat transfer analyses. 
Density was not required for· the static structural analysis either, since gravity 
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loadi.ng was not considered. All heat. transfer analyses utilized average thermal 
properties over the operating temp.erature range of each analysis. Table 3A gives 
the required temperature dependent thermal properties for 41.30 steel; Jin.ear 
cocfficien t of therrnal. expansion, o,, and thermal conductivity, k. These val ucs came 
from the Metals IIandbook[,10). 
Table· 3.4 THERMAL PROPERTIES 
Tern peratu re 
( OF ) 
53'8 
375 
213 1: .. : .··.'':':):'.'.::'-':'::'::'·:·· .. ·).':':: :-
Cocfficien t Expansion 
.·.·-.... 
8.12 
7.62 
G.78 
'' I l_ '}.·,• l • • 1_1 l},·.*,· •,• •,, 
.. • ·,'.·,· ... 
Co11d11ctivitv 
( Brl' U ) 1·c)-1 ·. . ol' k X 111 sec · · 
,. ····:.: 
5.43 
5.55 
5.71 
Temperature 1r1 the above table represented m.ean values for three separate cavity 
ten1peratures 1000°, 675°, 350°F and an ambient temperature of 75°F. Thermal 
strain is calculated by O' x (T - Tre/). Where O' is defined as the average coefficient 
of thermal expansion. over the- temperature range of the analysis, T is the material 
temperature, and 1\e/ is the reference temperature at which there is no thermal 
expansion ('J\eJ= 75°F ). 
.3.3.3 Automatic ~1 esh Generation 
I-DEAS provides two types of 'automated' n1eshing techniques, free or 
mapped meshing. Mapped meshes are generally more restrictive and require use.r 
interaction to produce a regularly spaced mapped region. Free mapping is capable of 
handling irregular shaped volumes and interactiveless meshing. Free mapped meshes 
were utilized for all models. 
Automated solid element meshing requires a minimum of a valid solid model, 
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and an indication as to the desired element size-. Element size may be based on a 
global and/or local element size factor. A global size refers to the entire mesh 
volurnc, except. where a local element size has been designated. Other meshing tools 
aliow for specification of element size based .on geometry curvature or clements ~.long 
a curve. 
Figure 3.17 shows increasing degrees of element density for the Piston-CS 
fi_ni tc element rnodeL These free meshes were automatically crea.tecl from a uni form 
global element size with no local scaling, increases in element density were obtained 
by incrca.sing a length multiplier. In general, a length multiplier adjusts all local and 
global element sizes accordingly. Frame A in Figure 3.17 shows a hidden line 
element display of 8G6 solid parabolic tetrahedron clements, Frame I3, J,,179, Frame 
C, 2,624 and Frame D, 4,392 elements. These meshes were obtained automatically 
wi~hout the painstaking difficu_lty often required in the past to generate such meshes 
'manually'. This figure shows the 'H.-con vergencc' tcchniq_ue for mesh refinement. 
Various options arc available. to check general elcmcn t quality, distortion, 
warping, intetio·r angles, and coincident elements. Utilities make modifications to 
'bad' elements possible with limited user interaction. All n1eshcs generated for· the 
geometry of the Pi_ston-c5 die model were successfu'lly meshed on the first attempt 
with ·no required n1odifications. 
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Figure 3.17 'H-Convergence' Finite Element 1VIesh 
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Adaptive n1eshing techniques ·allow automatic mesh modification based on 
:analysis rcsul ts or element distortion. Using an initial fi ni tc clcmen t .model, strain 
energy results from a pressure loading analysis were used to produc.e a more refined 
1nesh. The adaptive mesh feature utilized these results to rcmesh the model by 
decreasing element siz:c at large val uc strain energy regions and increasing element 
size at low value strain energy regions. Figure 3.18 compares the mesh generated 
with adaptive meshing, 1074 elements (left), to the mesh automatically created with 
a global clement size, 866 elements (right). Notice particularly the element density 
Ch an g cs in t fl e. p j Ila r S and Ce Il t er reg i On Of the die b] 0 Ck . 
Figure 3.18 Comp~ri-son Initial / Adaptive Mesh 
3.3.4 Bou ndarv Conditions 
Two different n1odel configurations were analyzed based on preliminary die 
designs and anticipated deflections. The first, considered a n1odel with no pillar 
Example -8.3-
supports for the master plate, the second, modeled pillar supports, see Syrnrnetry 
Solid 1VIodels, Figure 3.16. Each of these models was analyzed for two separate 
nodal displacement boundary conditions; an edge restraint and no edge restraint. 
Analysis of the pillar-supported die also -included a steady state. heat transfer 
analysis, requiring nodal temperature restraint boundary conditions, 
Common to all structural analyses performed was a fixed base, where nodes 
at the base of the rail and pillars were specified fixed, refer to Figure '3 .19. Th is 
condition restrained trans·lation in the global X, Y, and Z directions, since solid 
tetrahedtal elements only pcrr1_1it three translational degrees of frecclom. Also 
comrnon to each model was a symmetry boundary -restraint, sho\vn in Figure 3.19 as 
the symmetry face. This condition fixed the nodal displacement component 
perpendicular to the plane of symmetry, in all models this constrained the global Y 
t r.anslat ion. 
Figure 3.19 Nodal Displacement Boundary Conditions 
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The edge restraint boundary cond_itio"n. mentioned above restricted nodal 
displacements sirnilarly to the symmetry condition, ~xcept -it was applied to nodes 
~long the free face of the <lie and rail, on the models opposite side, Figure 3.19. ·The 
·no edge restraint boundary condition considered a model absent of the edge restraint 
boundary condition. 
Thermal boundary co.nditions for heat transfer analyses specified nodal 
te_mperature restraints. 'I'hrce scpara"te uniform temperature restraints were 
specified on nodes at the cavity surface. Cavity temperatures considered were 
1000°, 675°; and 350°F, these temperatures approximately represent the maximum, 
average, and n1ir1imum temperature experienced by the cavity t·hroughout a 
cycle[ 42]. 
3.3.5 _Loading 
Loading for the heat transfer analysis modeled. surface convections. Several 
convection coe(ficient values are given in Table 3.5 and come from empirical 
relations given in s~ction 2.8. 7. The ~ T column is the tern per at u re differential 
between the die suTface and the bulk fluid temperature. The remaining columns 
indicate convection coefficients for various surface orientations. 
Table 3.5 CONVECTION COEFFICIENTS 
~T vertical horizontal !!.Q horizontal down 75 2.19 2.03 0.90 125 2.60 2.31 1.03 175 2.90 2.51 1.11 225 3.15 2.67 1.19 
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Arn bien t tempera;t u re, coincident with bulk fluid temperature was 75 °F. Figure 3. 20 
shows the surfaces specified with convection co.efficients and their orientation 
designation. These convection coefficients were applied to all. free element faces on 
the appropriate surfaces. All thermal analyses utilized the highest convection 
coefficients from Table 3.5, as.suming a die surface temperature of 30.0°F at the. 
loaded surfaces. 
SYHHEl,U FflCE 
NO CONVECIJO~ 
~HOR[ZONlRL 00:0 
Figure 3.20 Loaded Convection -Surfaces 
Structural loading was generally two fold, die cavity uniform surface 
pressure(see _Nqdal Displacement Boundary Condition, Figure 3.19) and temperature 
gradients resultant from the heat transfer analyses. The uniform surf ace pressure 
utilized with all models was 1.0,000 psi. 
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·3.3.6 Finite Elem,~nt Interface 
I-DEAS provides links with several commercial finite element packages and 
supports exportation and in1portation of preprocessor and postprocessor informati'on. 
This capability was utilized to confirn1 several I- DEAS internal solutions with the 
self contained finite clement pac°kage ANSYS. 
3.3.7 Sol II t ion 
I-DEAS n1od.cl solution automatically performs a bandwidth minimization, 
this effectively reduces the arnonnt of cpu time required to solve problems. The 
bandwidth is a measure of the stiffness matrix size formulated for a particul'ar 
analysis. A bandwidth minim izcr in tern ally ren urn bcrs nodes to optimize required 
solution time. The bandw·idth or another number called the profile are measures of 
the computational requirements of a problem. Table 3.6 gives an indication as to 
the solution requirements for several of the models s.olved, n1odel sizes reflect 
min~mized stiffness n1atrices. 
Table 3.6 SOLUTION THvlES 
RMS Nodal 
Analvsis Profile Half Bandwidth 
heat transfer 140771 131 
linear static 140771 131 
linear static 170966 150 
CPU sec 
240 
3211 
4662 linear static 212353 16.4 5567 
An AN SYS linear static analysis was prepared. with I-DEAS interface· 
capabilities. The ANSYS model was identical to the 131 rms nodal bandwidth 
problem solved with I-DEAS. ANSYS utilizes a wavefront solution technique an<l 
measures problem size via wavefronts. This analysis nearly exhausted the resources 
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of the ANSYS university version, capable of handling a maximum wavefront of 500. 
This model had a maximum wavefront of 468, after wave sorts, to. minimize the 
problem size. Wave sorts is a com rnand used to internally reorder clements along a 
particular direction for a more efficient solution. 
3.1 Finite Element Results 
General trends for several analyses utilizing vanous boundary conditions 
i n.d icate th at structural reactions d nc to tern perature gradicn ts arc of greater 
magnitude than reactions to pressure loading. Reactions from temperature gradients 
and applied pressures tend to counteract each othGr for th1; models considered. 
Deflections fro.m pressure loadings produce a concave shape i11 the rncister plate, 
while temperature gradients through the die cause .the master _pl-at.e to crown and 
assume a convex shape. The temperature crowning is more .prono1u1cccl and appears 
to be an order of magnitude greater than the ·deflections due to pressure loadings in 
th is analysis. 
3.4.1 Stead v State Heat Transfer 
Results from three steady state heat transfer analyses subject to uniform 
cavity temperature restraints indicate a large temperature gradient through the die. 
Utilizing the relatively high convection coefficients, based on an assumed 3.00°F die 
surface, the die convection surfaces did not reach the assumed surface temperature. 
A single temperature contour map for the three cavity temperatures of 1000°,, 675°, 
and 350°F are shown in Figure 3.21, the appropriate contour values are given in 
Table ·3. 7. T·his cross section of the die block wa$ taken at the center of the die 
cavity. Note, die preheating was not modeled, all elements ~ere initially at an1bient 
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temperature, except. for the temperature restrained nodes at the die cavify surface .. 
Range (°F) 
75 - 1000 
75 - 675 
75 - "350 (·. :-:•::: .. -:•::;:_::-:•.·.···:::.:::·:::-:: .. :•::::::-:-·-.. :.-.-.-:-:;:·. 
Figure 3.21 Tempera.ture Contour 
Tabl~ 3.7 TEivlPERATURE CONTOUR LEGEND 
Levell (°F) 
119.12 
103.62 
86.86 
.•., .. ·.·· .. ··.' . 
.. · ···.·.·.·.·.· .. ·,· .·.·.·.··. 
Level 20 (°F) 
955.96 
646.43 
336.84 
ti °F /Level 
44.04 
28.57 
13.16 
'.• .........•. l 
Temperature contours reveal poor heat conduction through the die block. In order 
to display the temperature variation near the cavity surface more precisely, a finer 
element mesh would be required. This ar~a is of critical concern for thermal fatigue. 
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3.4.2 Linear Static 
As indicated earlier structural reactions to pressure and thermal loadings of 
the ejector die produce opposing deformation pat terns. Figure 3.22 visually 
compares deformed geometry for nopillar and pillar dies subject to pressure loading, 
versu$ a pillar die loaded thermally. These plots show exaggerated deformations, 
but reveal the general displacement trends described earlier. 
I I , 
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Figure 3:22 Deformed Geometry 
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Discussion of deflect.ion results for sever~} boundary conditions. arc presented 
next. Figure 3.23 shows two loc0,tions nodal deflection values will be cited, along the 
n1aster plate top a11d bottom centerl"ine. 
fOP CENT£HIH 
Figure 3.23 Centerline Location 
Deflection curves due to cavity pressure loadings are .pres·ented rn Figures 3.24 and 
3.25. These figures show nodal centerline transverse component deOections for no 
pillar and pillar support geometries resp~ctively. Two curve sets are plotted per 
figure, each set representing deflections along the top and hot tom centerline. The 
upper sets show deflections for edge restrained geometry, while the lower sets show 
deflections for the no edge restraint bound·ary condition, The plot abscissa gives 
position relative to the base of the die block. 
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Figure 3.25 Centerline Master Plate Deflections., Pillar 
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These plots confinn what should be· expected by changing the discussed boundary 
conditions. The no pillar geom.etry resulted in greater deflections than the pillar 
geometry. Likewise, the no edge restraint boundary condition produced larger 
deflections than a restrained edge. Table 3.8 summarizes the maxim urn deflections 
of the two previous figures. 
Table 3.8 MAXIMUM CENTERLINE DIE BLOCK DEFLECTIONS 
Case 
no pillar geometrv 
no edge restraint 
edge restraint 
pillar geometrv 
no edge restraint 
edge· restraint l .. ·. ·.·.:. •. . . . . ..... 
Distance from base 
(in.) 
19.2 
17.97 
18.05 
18.05 
Z Corn ponent cl en. 
(in.) X 10 3 
8.51 
5 .8,t 7 
5.28D 
4.385 
,, , . ~ I 
Introduction of the edge restraint reduced the maximum deflection by 17% for the 
pillar geometry and caused a 31.3% reduction for non pillar geometry. The edge 
restraint boundary prevented the rail face from deforming out of plane and 
generated results that arc believed to more accurately represcn t physical reality. 
A solution was performed duplicating boundary and loading conditions for 
the edge restrai_ned pillar geometry die on an adapted. mesh. The new model, 
created with adaptive meshing, reflected a. remeshed volume which increased element 
density· by 24%. This increase, as stated earlier altered the mesh volume based on 
strain energy values, increasing and decr~asing eiemen t sizes accordingly. Deflection 
results confirn1ed the initial model, deflection (urv.es were nearly identical, the 
adapted mesh predicted a maximum nodal deflection of .00436 in., a less than one 
percent decrease from. the initial prediction. 
A similar comparison was performed with an ANSYS analysis which .utilized 
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I-DEAS preprocessor generated mesh, boundary conditions, and loading. The 
results were also nearly identical, n1aximum deflection predicted by the ANSYS 
model wa!) 1 .. 25% lower than I-DEAS model solution predictions. 
Von lvlises str~ss levels at the cavity center for the edge restrained model due 
to pressure load.ing arc shown in Figure 3.26. In this figure each lc\·cl increment 
corresponds to 713 psi; the low and high contour levels are level l; 753 psi and level 
20; 14,311 psi, The maximum Von ~Jises stress of 15,024 psi was experienced at the 
cavity surface. 
Figure 3.26 Von l',lises Stress/ Pressure Loa.ding 
Li"near static analyses, loaded by three separate temperature gradients, were 
performed for the edge restrained pillar geometry. Temperature gradients came 
from the heat transfer analyses de-scribed in section 3.4.1. Boundary conditions for 
the thermal structural analyses were identical to those employed for the pressure 
loading. Note that the die cavity face was not restrained, except at the e<lges by 
symn1etry and edge restraint conditions. Therefore, this snrfa.ce was free to crown 
as displayed in Deformed Geometry, Figure 3.22. 
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Figure 3.27 .presents centerline crowning for the top surf ace of the die. Th rec 
arcs are plotted, one for each of the three load cases, temperature distributions from 
the heat transfer analyses with die cavity temperatures of 1000°, 675°, an~l 350°F. 
Table 3.9 tabulates the maxim um values from this figure. Not only arc the 
n1axim11rn crowning values opposite 'in direction to the pressure deflections, they arc 
an order of magnitude great~r. 
Table 3.9 ~'1AXllvl UM CENTERLINE DIE BLOCK TIIERlv1AL CRO\VNING 
Example 
350 
675 
1000 
Distance from base 
(in.) 
16.5 
16.5 
16.5 
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z. component rro\vn 
( i Il.) 
.01.52 
.032.5 
.0498 
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1 0. 0 20.0 30.0 D1s:t~nce between nodes: 
Therm al stresses prod uce<l by these deflections arc dis played in Figure 3. 28. 
This cross section was taken. at the die cavity center, as before·. The accorn panyi ng 
legend for this figure is Table 3.10. Utilizing fhe table and the stress con.tour figure 
simultaneously, Von Mises. stress levels <;1,re available for all th rec cases considered. 
The range column in the table gives the minimurn and maxirnurn Von .l\lises stress 
levels found in the" rnodcl. Iv1aximurn stress values found in the rang<~ colnrnn occur 
at the cavity surface. !\1axirnum stress levels for the cavity center cross section 
reach roughly 40,000, 85,225, and l31,000 psi for load cases 3.50°, G75°, and .J000°F 
temperature g·radients respectively. Attcn1pts to perform adaptive 111<'shi11g based 011 
strain energy results frorn the thermal analysis gcnPratcd mesh volumes requiring in 
excess of 12,000 rlcmen ts. 
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Figure 3.28 Von lvlises Stress / Thermal Loading 
Table 3.10 VON iIISES STRESS CONTOUR LEGEND 
[-::::: ... · ....... • .. · .. ·.·.·.· .. ·, .. · ·.· 
Case Range (psi) Level l (psi) Level 20 (psi) .60-/ Level 
350 372 - 58,888 3,158 56,102 2,787 
675 1153 - 121 ,ooo 7 ,1.59 1.21 E+os 6,006 
1000 1797 - 196,000 11,027 l.86E+05 9,231 
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3,5 Discussion of Results 
The res nits prcsen tcd have demonstrated bas.ic analysis capabili tics an<l 
trends for the various geometry and boundary conditions modeled. The primary 
mesh utilized in the pressure loading was sufficient to expr:ess n~sulting gradients, 
this was reinforced by the adaptive mesh re~ults·. However, the initial mesh wa.s to 
sparse for the extreme gradicn ts establish<'d in the thermal analyses. Thermal effects 
appear to be more pronoun ccd than sl ru ctural effects, by an order of rnagn it u de for 
this analysis . 
T·hcse finite clcrncnt r~stdts a,rc to be studied and observed as a.n initial 
analysis. A s ta.lie an.d steady s ta.tc analysis was p<'rfonned on ;:t corn plex dy n a.m ic 
and transient process.. The type of deflections predicted arc not experienced in 
reality and seem to indicate that different boundary conditions need to he explored. 
For exarnplc, only when the <lie halves arc opened is the die cavity face unrestrained 
and ·free to crown as predictc_d by the thermal analysis. Even wh.cn the ha.Iv.cs arc 
open, sufficient cooling frorn waterlinc·s and the three modes of heat transfer: 
radiation, cqnduction, and convection probably reduce the temperature gradient 
through the die block. 
Attempts to rn.odel: forced convection clue to waterlines, radiation, other 
boundary restraints, and Vanous convection conditions are areas worth exploring. 
Introduction of the <lies preheat condition must also be addressed. For a n1orc 
meaningful analysis, transient solutions are required in light of the fore mentioned 
topics. Nevertheless finite element analysis provides insight ·in to the process wi.th the 
h9pe that a more detailed aii9,lysis and experimental verification will provide 
additional insight and aid in the further refinement of the die design. 
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4. Conclusion and Rccomrncn<lations 
A system for the design and analysis of dies for high pressure die ecfsting has 
been developed. Areas suitable for design automation have been identified, and 
software tools generated for their execution. A prototype software package provides 
the tools for des·igning and modeling the major features of a die, .and in.eludes a 
procedure for finite clement modeling of the dies response to st~ady state thermal 
and static pressure loading. 
This software package offers several ad van tagcs with its in tegr<Ltcd collection 
of custoinized die design and analysis techniques, One strength of'tliis software is .its 
ability to reevaluate prclirninary design componen_ts in order to quickly a·nd 
effortlessly mod i.f y those parts of the design. Another strong ad vantage of th is 
package is its graphic rcprescnt<Ltion of die g.eomctry. It is believed that the existing 
software package could sen:e beneficial in the area of estimation and tJ uot;:ition. 'I'.he 
package can quickly determine fundamental machine req uiTemen ts; di.c sizes, and 
limited runner geometrics, all fron·1 a simple two-dimensional projected arGa. 
Although, an exhaustive case study showing benefits of the implen:ientation of this 
software package has not been perforn1cd, the Piston-c5 exam.pie shows the case 
with which design modifications to die inserts and n1astcr plates· can be 
accomplished. i\1achine selection and shot location variation can be easily performed 
as well. 
High pressure die casting has hundreds of design, material, an<l process 
variables. The process outlined here a~d software package developed i·n this study 
have shown the capabilities available with CA·D software tools. More work is 
required in many areas of this very- complex process. 
Con t'inued development of this software package should be carried out using 
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solids modeling, In order to take advantage of the unambigiious nature of solid 
gcornetry. Engineering quantities such as: volur:ne, moment of inertia, and center of 
gr~vity would be rnor~ readily available, as well as, automated volurnetric mesh 
generation for finite clement modeling. A solids version of the curr~nt BR DCDD 
would not be overly rom_plicated, since all die components presently rnodeled via 
wireframe arc combinations of basic :shapes, rectangles or cylinders. Geometrics 
generated by the runner mod_ulc might introduce difficulties; however, this might be 
overcome by extruding a systcmaticaJly changing cross section along a predefined 
pa.th. An upgrade to solids would also more easily allow a three-dimensional casting 
description to dri\'c the die design, instead of a projected area with user supplied 
depth information. 
Improvcrnents to th~ g_enera.l capabilities of BR_DCDD need to be addressed 
as well. Improvements such as an increased standards/library capabilities and 
genera-I editing of design components. Several die components which arc not 
addressed by the package should be given ·serious consideration, such as, cores or 
overflows. Since BR DCDD was developed in a modular fashion, additions and 
alterations to the code can be implemented without dis.ruption of the package. 
Improvements to the RUNFEED module are required. This module 1s used 
to geometrically model li.mited types of runner and tangent feed geometries. 
Introduction of new standard cross sections, and the capability to model fan feeds 
would greatly enhance this module, as would a detailed flow analysis. 
Another area req u1nng development is thermal and pressure analysis. 
Thermal fatigue of die inserts is the rnaJor reason for· die failure and casting -surface 
quality degradation. Improved analysis could provide insight and design criteria .for 
waterline placement. Finite element heat transfer analysis could be expanded by 
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considering transicn t analyses. A heat tran·sfer analysis rnigh t also consider' differcn t 
loading cases, such as heat fluxes, or initial' temperature distributions defined by· die 
preheating. Extensive experimental studies arc· necessary to define the validity of 
some- of the loading and boundary conditions assumed in the analyses presented 111 
this thesis. 
This paper has presented an .ap.plication of CAD tools in the area of die 
design, ·and showed i.ls feasibility. Developrnents in the. area of CAD tools sperific to 
the die casting industry will continue to evolve. lmple.mcntation of this prototype 
systern i.'11 .an industrial setting will prove its usefulness·, and provicl.c the developer 
valuable ·feed back. 
Conclusion 
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Main routine 
br <lcdd 
Design ron tines 
ver _prop 
die lk frc 
- -
cvty-'- blck 
bsct blck 
bsct blk l 
master 
master th 
lib_pltns 
spl_dcm 
mpl~ elem 
pill_ loc 
tie br frc 
- -
shot le 
ejctr _pin 
ejctr box. 
cvty _.crwn 
leader _pin 
wrt line 
~fain Routine 
run feed 
Design. routines 
flo»"pred 
path 
gate 
xsect 
runr_geom. 
tan_geom 
spline 
Appendix I 
List of Routines 
Support Routi·nes 
initial 
man.age 
trns _ enty 
en tasign 
tube 
box 
dim box 
blank 
Ij frn tr fc 
beam grphx 
pill grphx 
stnd thk 
2 ~ pillar 
3----,pillar 
4_pillar 
sprp25 _ dcm 
spl30_ dcm 
spl31 _ dcm 
spl32 _ dcm 
m.pl30 dcm 
mpl31_ dcm 
mpl32_ dcm 
mprp25_dcm 
ludcmp 
lubksb 
Support routines 
manage 
dirxn 
ornt_ csys 
initial 
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